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YEARBOOK MESSAGE - 1974
This has been a good year for Brandon University. Our financial problems
are being sorted out and we will end the fiscal year with a surplus on this
year's operation. This is largely due to the fact that we anticipated a twelve
percent decrease in student enrolment and achieved instead a four percent
increase. We have reason to expect a further increase next year.
Our dialogue with the Universities Grants Commission has been very pro-
ductive and as a result we have achieved a remarkable degree of stability,
both financial and academic. We look forward to the implementation of
four-year degree programs in Arts and Science.
The Brandon University Forum was initiated this year providing an oppor-
tunity both for socializing and for discussion with speakers.
Comments from all concerned indicate that you as students are more aca-
demically motivated than has been the case in the recent past. With employ-
ment prospects uncertain, you are free to pursue areas of genuine interest.
In the long run this may prove to be beneficial for you and for society.
The scarcity of food and energy resources in our world which has become
so abundantly apparent this year poses many challenging problems. As
graduates of Brandon University, I know that many of you will seek the
opportunity to become involved in their solution.
I appreciate the contribution you have made to the Brandon University
community through your presence here and wish you the very best in the
years ahead.
A.L. DULMAGE
President
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Now it's time to take a break
I've been going pretty steadily
lately and haven't had a
moment with my name on it ...
So I'll just ease back and think
of you maybe or why my mind is
confined to only one body or remember
a year already grown old. Or maybe
I'll just think of nothing or talk to
myself in French. You know,
I think I'll plant
flowers in the spring ...
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1972-'73
We entered this year with a very real
Yet intangible hope
One mingled with fear perhaps - a tinge
of regret for the summer but also an
underlying excitement to LEARN.
We have a need, an urge to learn-
And when we learn a lillIe
We discover how ignorant we really are
Learning fills our life
with hopes and ideals
Our minds seem burdened by our bodies
And we endure and endure and endure some more
Sleep spills a mixed blessing
A welcomed relief
And a cursed interruption
Then, when our minds seem fat with knowledge
We find a dusty corner to fill and overs tuff
It really is incredible the capacity of that sphere.
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Yet in our search for knowledge
We find something too personal
to define ...
First year leaves an image
shattered
(Like pieces of a mirror on the
sidewalk)
Fragments are left of what you
were
And even if the pieces are pasted
back together again
The image is not the same
(and never can be)
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In B.U. we sense an aura of familiarity
A comfort in our resistance to the outside world
And a oneness with ages past ...
The tallness of the buildings -
They have enveloped many lives
Lives like mine
Yet, they are stilI empty
Though they bustle with motion.
They hold the memories of forgotten voices
Excited thoughts, echoed laughter,
Human probings of peace and love.
Yet their bricks are not full
For there is still a place for my life.
14 15
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But in my life I see
Reflections of an age gone by ...
The past is a little eerie and mysterious
We look at it to see how deep
Its meaning lies
and find ourselves staring back
They say you can learn from the past
Have men changed so very much
From what they were?
Clark Hall still looks the same
(same bricks, same sun, same-city, sameness)
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Trying to find our place in time
B.U. has been here a long time
(nearly 75 years)
A solid sort of comfort
Yet to us it's now.
Joining a club, sharing a life -
We create our own past
In a potpourri of friends,
Extra-eurricular moods,
pubs (off campus classrooms of life?)
Memories only one person has known.
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This year we were absorbed
In the heritage of our unhurried past
It has given us a personal history
Without which we are shadows
Lost in empty spheres, purposeless, restless
Moving visions of a rootless empty age.
But to these mists the past can
Give a richness, a certainty of existence
A balance with life
So that we can face a tomorrow
Knowing that we are chained
With static roots and inescapable memories.
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Dr. Robert Harvey through the years preserved various college
photos, some of which are shown in these pages. He is probably
the oldest living graduate of Brandon College, now Brandon Uni-
versity. At New Year, 1906, he came down from Regina, where
he had carpentered the previous summer, to begin studies at the
new college, which had been opened in 1901. Since he had little
previous schooling he was placed in Academic One. Three years later
he finished Matriculation, which has been taught in the college, and
began the Arts course.
He graduated in 1913, and afterwards took the M.A. from McMaster
University, which was then in Toronto but is now in Hamilton.
The B.D. he took from the University of Chicago, and the D.Th. from
the United Theological College in Montreal. Mrs. Harvey (Lois Logan
of Lauder) graduated with Honors in 1913 from Manitoba University,
and then took her M.A. in the Romance Languages from the Uni-
versity of Chicago. After the Harveys retired to live in Brandon she
taught French and Latin for two years in Brandon College when Dr.
Robbins was president.
John R.C. Evans, who graduated with Robert Harvey in 1913 from
Brandon College took his Ph.D. from the University of Chicago,
and was called back to teach at Brandon College. He was after-
wards inducted as President in 1929, but owin~ to the current
financial stringency it was a constant struggle to keep the
college open. Members of the staff loyally supported their president,
and devoted laymen like the late A.E. McKenzie, with his muni-
ficent support, kept the college alive. But the long struggle took
its toll of the president, and Dr. Evans died in 1959. He was in his
30th year of office, and was 69 years old.
Other graduates of Brandon College have also become distinguished.
Among them may be mentioned Thomas Douglas, for many years
Premier of Saskatchewan, and in more recent years in the Parliament
at Ottawa. Stanley Knowles of Winnipeg has been at Ottawa for
many years, and was recently elected as Chancellor of Brandon
University. And there are others who, like Walter Dinsdale, have
also brought honor to their Alma Mater.
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A yellowed photograph from a
yellowed age
The tilt of a nose
The pomp of a brow
The reminiscent daydreams
of a jilted lover, a faded
sandflower or a silent,
romantic movie.
The dreams and restless hopes
The impatient urge to confront the world
The delicate aura of hopeful youth
And yet, all these are mirrored within us ...
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Photo comers curled by Age
Encasing lives
Taking from you a bit of your
smile
Paralyzing a moment of
precious eternity
So systematically
So unfeelingly
To preserve what you were
For the probing eyes of an
Unknown stranger
In an unknowing era
Toprobe ...
1
•
•
· .. A cameo of an innocent past.
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The quiet agony of cramming for exams
The stillness of the library when
Everyone else has gone home
The desperate need to talk to someone
Swollen eyes
And bitler coffee
Maybe even caffeine pills
An envied life?

----
.
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Books of popcorn chain words and
empty pens and smoke filled lounges ...
Guy sliding on the ice patches
Scalding hot chocolate and
Boring speakers at the forum ...
A smile to drown in a coffee cup
With the warmth of damp draughts
Clinging about the shuffles of feet ...
Smoke filled classrooms of
Clicking pens and tin ashtrays
The drone of monotonous voices
In a sleepy search for knowledge.
A winter full of thoughts
Begging a place in our minds
An exploding world of ice and calm
And bitter winds that make us glad
For there's a winter's warmth inside.
I
Sometimes we feel as if we must
Hug this life about our shoulders
And never let go
Even though its pulIing to escape
For there is always a fear that
Once it's slipped its place
It will never be regained
And life will never be as good
To us again.
45

We find we are mysterious even to ourselves
Thinking thoughts, dreaming dreams
Growing apart from ideals once held precious ...
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Moving from the quantified intelligence
Of a degree ...
To the wisdom of grey hair.
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Waines-Archer
Probes B.U.
The Waines-Archer Report culmi-
nated the efforts of a study done at
the request of Brandon University
and sponsored by the University
Grants Commission (UGC). The study
was undertaken by Dr. W.J. Waines,
director of domestic programs for the
Association of Universities and Col-
leges of Canada in Ottawa and Dr.
John Archer, principal of the Regina
campus of the University of Saskat-
chewan. The purpose of the report
was to assess the present situation
at Brandon University and its future
needs.
The report stated that Brandon Uni-
versity .. is a critical period in its'
development" and needs a full-time
enrolment of at least 2,000 to sustain
its present programs without special
grants (as of October I, 1973 there
were 1061 FTS).
"In our opinion". the report stated,
.. it is not possible to finance a
small institution like Brandon on a
formula basis without cripplinll the
effectiveness of the institution.' The
report then suggested financing on
the basis of programs instead of
Commencing October I, 1974, the
time between 10: 10 and 10:40 am
was set aside daily for the newly
created Forum. The Forum pro-
vided an opportunity for the enlire
campus community to halt lectures
and meet in the canteen where
problems dealing with all aspects
of university life could be openly
discussed. Speakers from the city
and from the university community
were regular features of the Forum
and were presented on the average
of two per week. The Forum was
designed for individuals to express
their personal views on any sub-
ject. The Forum, designed by Dr.
Lloyd Dulmage, president of BU,
was based on the former Brandon
College Chapel of the 1930's. The
Forum idea soon became a quick
success and when no speaker was
featured, provided the opportunity
for a free coffee break. Attendance
was always good and the Forum
provided a unique opportunity for
students to become familiar with
what was going on, when. The
Forum schedule as of April 1974
was as follows:
Lecture I - 8:30 to 9:20
student enrolment. Dr. Lloyd Dul-
mage, President of Brandon Uni-
versity said this suggested change in
financial support would allow the
University to develop its programs
"rather than worryin~ about how
many students we have' .
A fourth year program also headed
the list of recommendations for future
needs, and was suggested to be in-
troduced in arts and science faculties
"by those departments where it can
be handled without additional staff"
The absence of a four-year program
has placed graduates at a disadvantage
when applying to graduate schools.
The possibility of a four-year program
has been under discussion at Meetings
of the Senate for quite some time.
Dr. Dulmage said the feasibility of
such a program would depend on
extra support for the library.
The administrative structure of the
University was termed as "somewhat
overloaded" and to cut administrative
costs the amalgamation of the arts
and science faculties under one dean
was suggested. Dr. Dulmage did
not agree, for he felt the recommend-
ation should be an academic, not
administrative decision. "Arts and
science would tend to dominate edu-
cation and music" in such a situation,
he said. This matter had been dis-
Lecture 2 - 9:30 to 10:20
Forum - 10:25 to 10:45
Lecture 3 - 10:50 to 11:40
Lecture 4 -11:50 to 12:40
Lecture 5 - 12:50 to 1:40
Lecture 6 - 1:50 to 2:40
Lecture 7 - 2:50 to 3:40
Lecture 8 - 3:50 to 4:40
Lecture 9 - 4:50 to 5:40
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cussed by the Senate two years ago
and the decision was to leave the
two faculties separate.
Amalgamation of small enrolment
departments was suggested to save
administrative costs and to strengthen
weaker departments (example: poli-
tical science and economics). The
suggestion that the teaching of Ger-
man and Spanish languages could be
dispensed with was met with dis-
agreement. The recommendation is
"not in keeping with the basic
objections of a modern university"
the Board of Governors stated. The
faculty of education had "unduly
multiplied its' courses" according to
the report and the reduction of these
courses was recommended.
The native studies program should
develop co-operatively with each of
the three Manitoban universities, to
"present opportunities for the more
efficient use of total resources of
all the universities in Manitoba".
Although proper budgetary pro-
cedures have been introduced since
an accumulated deficit of $915,000 at
the university as of March 31, 1973 the
report states: .. It is important that
internal administrative procedures be
clear; that administrative officials
know their powers and responsibili-
ties, and that there be adequate oppor-
tunity for those affected by the ad-
ministrative procedures to learn why
and how decisions are made."
A new library building and an
additional floor in the Music building
were suggested.
In response to the report the Board of
Governors seconded the strong sup-
port of the Senate for a four year
program but rejected the underlying
assumption that the university is
restricted in activity to south west
Manitoba. The Board stated that
.. it is not in the best interests of
the province of Manitoba or the
university to restrict either its pro-
gram or its recruitment of students
to one particular region".
It is hard to imagine just to what ex-
tent the report will affect B. U. and
ultimately the students. As most of the
recommendations put forth seem rea-
sonable, straight forward and even
essential to B. U.'s very existence, we
can only hope that they are approved
by the administration. Maybe then our
university will be able to look forward
to a stable and beneficial future.
Students Fight for Representation
a.u. Senate Members 1973-74
Chancellor: Mr. Stanley H. Knowles
President and Vice Chancellor (Chairman): Dr. A.L. Dulmage
Deputy Ministcrof Education: t\.h. C.M. Davies
Dcan of Arls: Dr. Miehael Blanar
Dean of Science: Dr. Ross Moir
Dean of Education: Dr. Ralph Pippert
Director of School of Music: Prof. Lome Watson
Director of Credit Extension: Dr. E.H. Pepper
Director of Non - Credit Extension: Mr. R.B. McFarlane
Director of Library Services: ~'liss E,M. McFadden
Appointed by B of G: Mr. Clark Robson
Faculty Elected Representatives:
Arts: Prof. W. R. Morrison - term expires 1974
Science: Dr. Peter Letkeman - term expires 1975
Education: Dr. James Hardy - term expires 1974
Music: Mr. William Gordon - term expires 1975
Professors at Large:
Dr. C.W. Anderson - term expires 1975
Dr. W. Entz - term expires 1975
Dr. W.N. Hargreaves - Mawdsley - term expires 1974
Prof. G. F. MacDowell- term expires 1974
Prof. T.W. MacMillan - term expires 1974
Prof. D.N. Wheeler - term expires 1975
Lecturers at Large
Prof. R.e. Florida - term expires 1974
Dr. A.P. Miiller-termexpires 1975
Secretary of the Senate: Acting Registrar
Library hours were extended follow-
ing the presentation of two peti-
tions brought before the senate by
Ms. Eileen McFadden, Director of
Library Services. As a result of a
petition from the CDR Education
students, the Education faculty trans-
ferred $400 from their budget to the
library, enabling it to remain open
during noon. The main library re-
mained open from 1 - 5 pm on Sundays
at the request of 219 students from
the Arts, Science, Education and
Music faculties. The new hours be-
came effective Sunday November
18,1973.
Student Senators
BUSU Representative: 1973
Guy Thornton,
1974 Jim McManes
Arts Senator: Robert Campbell
Education Senator:
Don Johnston
Music Senator: Vic Hooper
Science Senator: David Moyles
Senators-at-Large: Jerry Fallack
Dave Dranchuk
Eric Irwin
Concern for student representation,
the formation of a three-member
committee and a petition carrying the
signatures of more than 20% of the
student body, combined to result in
the impeachment of Mr. John Ferris,
elected student representative to the
Board of Governors for the 1973-74
term.
The Board governs over all matters
of Financial nature concerning the
university. Meetings are held once a
month. Mr. Ferris, althou&h elected
on a platform calling for 'responsi-
ble student representation", did not
attend one meeting. He was a voting
member both of the Board and of
BUSU
Initial action against Mr. Ferris took
the form of concern expressed by
D. R. MacKay, secretary to the Board
and by Mr. Andre Delaurier, vice·
president internal to BUSU, that the
students, as a result of Mr. Ferris'
persistent absences from meetings of
both groups, were totally unrepre-
sented on the board. Mr. Ferris, as
part of the responsibilities attached
to his position on Board was chair-
man of the Student Senators, but gave
them no guidance.
The Quill, campus newspaper took
up the issue. An article in the
November 1, 1973 edition brought the
matter before the students. The Quill
expressed its concern that Mr. Ferris
was hindering the possibility that
student representation to the Board
would increase from one student to
three. The question of increased stu-
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dent representation to the Board be·
came a campaign issue in BUSU's
general student election held on
Friday, January 25,1974.
At the first meeting of the newly
elected BUSU council a 3-member
impeachment committee consisting of
President, Dave Wellborn, External
Vice-President, Jim McManes, and
Arts Stick, Cherry Mitchell was for-
mulated. The committee presented
the alternative to M r. Ferris that
he resign his position by February
4, 1974, or face impeachment. Mr.
Ferris chose the latter.
The committee chose to obtain a
petition carrying 20% of the signa-
tures of the electorate over the alter·
native course of expelling Mr. Ferris
by council vote after he had received
notification of 3 council meetings and
failed to attend. In choosing this
course Mr. Wellborn felt it was
"more decisive", in"that the students
themselves could exp'ress their dis-
satisfaction with their repf'esentation.
The signatures were obtained. Mr.
Bob Campbell, newly elected Board
Representative assumed Mr. Ferris'
position on the Board. Mr. Campbell
although a voting member on the
BUSU council, does not at the time
of writing, have a vote on the Board
pending approval by the provincial
government cabinet.
Percy vs. I.B.M.
Early in April 1973 the University
Grants Commission (UGC), in keep-
ing with its policy to cut costs and to
avoid unnecessary duplication of e-
quipment in the province's three uni-
versities, decided to switch the Uni-
versity's accounting system from a
Honeywell 1640 Series Time-Sharing
computer over to the University of
Manitoba's IBM machine.
The province's three universities and
two of the community colleges are tied
into the IBM network via telephone
lines. The Board of Governors ex-
pressed dissatisfaction with the new
system. The major concern was the
time taken to have programs Tun
through the computer. Problems in
switching over to the new computer
arose but many of the initial diffi-
culties were attributed to the fact
that the computer operators had to
re-adjust to the new equipment.
The November 15 edition of The
Quill quoted figures indicating the
new IBM system was costing over
83,000 a month more than "Percy"
the Honeywell. Mr. Bateman, in an
interview with The Brandon Sun, as
chairman of the UGC, disputed the
figures stating the new system was
actually costing 8400-700 a month less
than" Percy".
B.D. Plans 75th
October 2, 1974 will mark the 75th an-
niversary of the commencement of
classes at Brandon University. The
Planning Committee for the event,
under the co-chairmen Prof. Leland
Clark and Mr. Glen Sutherland, have
initiated plans for activities to unite
community and university in the cele-
bration activities. An effort will be
made to include other western Mani-
toban communities.
A tentative agenda for events was
formulated at the January 4th meeting
of the Committee.
September 1974
- BU Biddy Basketball School-
Coach Gary Howard, co-ordina-
tor
- 75th Anniversary Exhibit-to be
entered in all Manitoba Summer
Fairs.
- Essay Contest open to Senior,
Elementary and Junior High
School Students-topic: some as-
pect of B. ..s past.
October 1974
- Caravan from Rapid City to B. U.
followed by a Lecture and Re-
ception.
-" Homecoming vVeekend"-Par-
ade, Sports, Class Reunions,
Skits, Displays.
November 1974
- "75 Years of Film"-Director Dr.
J. Skinner.
- Guest Lectures-featuring High
Calibre Speakers ego Pierre Ber-
ton.
- Drama Event.
December 1974
- Christmas Ball.
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Dr. Reverend Robert Harvey cele-
brated his 90th birthday on Febru-
ary 6, 1974. Dr. Harvey is possibly
the only living member of the 1913
class at Brandon College and thus
the oldest living graduate. Dr. Har-
vey aided the Sickle immensely this
year. His contribution of the old
photographs appearing on pages 24
and 25 helped create ou r .. Look at
the Past" in recognition of B. U.'s
75th Anniversary. Dr. Harvey was
always extremely interested in the
book, to the extent of typing a brief
autobiography (it appears on page
24) though hampered by arthritis.
He appears in each of the pictures
he contributed for as a student he
was extremely active in campus
functions. We would like to extend
our gratitude to Dr. Rev. Harvey
for his sincere interest and valuable
contributions to "Sickle '74".
Streakers Run allOver B.U.
- High School Basketball Invita-
tional Tournament.
January J975
- Musical Production-School of
Music
. Lecture Series
February 1975
- Seminar on Rural Living
- Art Exhibition
March 1975
- Buds Drama Production
- Film Festival and Guest Speak-
ers
April J975
- Provincial Chess Tournament
May 1975
- Convocation
Working on a budget of 812,000, ap-
proved by the B of G, the anniversary
celebrations will prove to be varied
enough to spark the interest of all
members of the community. The Quill
has promised to mark the event with
a special edition and the Sickle has
dedicated a special section to" A Look
at the Past". Below: Two Keystone
cops from an early students play.
Campus Politics Revive
Campus politics came back to B. U.
after lying dormant and inactive for
some three years. Jeff Harwood was
appointed acting president of the Pro-
gressive Conservative Youth Associ-
ation which initiated the revival
BUSU recognized the PCY group as a
university organization.
The Group named 5 delegates and 5
alternatives to the Conservative Lead-
The rapid popularit)' of the newest
campus fad, streaking, seems to prove
the inborn urge of all university stu-
dents to do something hillarious,
shocking or totally wild, just to prove
that they are young.
The fad came to B on 1arch II as
two male streakers left Darrach Hall
mens' residence for an early morning
jaunt down 20th Street between
Louise and Lome Avenues.
Following the two trail blazers came a
lone streaker on the evening of March
J2. Clad in running shoes and a mask
the streaker raced through the main
floor of the Arts and Library Building,
crossed the quadrangle between the
Evans Theatre and the residence din-
ing hall, and finished the streak at
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BUSS, Brandon University Stu-
dent's Store, under the manage-
ment of Miss Phyllis Paltinson, be-
gan operation in the spring of 1973
as a non-profit organization de-
signed by BUS to fill student's
needs without duplicating other
campu services. The store pro-
vides second hand books at reduced
prices. For each book sold the own-
er receives 90% of the asking price
and BUSS receives the remaining
JO%. BUSS acts as a mediary be-
tween student and Perth's Dry
Cleaners. The store handles faculty
T-shirts, student supplies such as
pens and looseleaf, records and
tapes, and new magazines. Its ser-
vices are new, looking to expansion
and open to positive criticism. Phyl-
lis efforts are responsible for the
success of the new service which
could not have begun operation
without her initiative.
ership Convention held at the end of
November here in Brandon. On Feb-
ruary 4, taking its stimulus from B. U.
P.c.Y., the Brandon University New
Democratic Youth (BUNDY) organi-
zation reactivated, electing Terry Rob-
inson, President. The group discussed
the possibility of holding a mock parli-
ament next year and a chance of meet-
ing MLA's in the interim.
Darrach Hall. The night was busy for
streakers. Another was reported
streaking through the residence com-
plex from McMaster Hall to Darrach
Hall.
Then Flora Cowan got into the act.
Two female streakers invaded Dar-
rach Hall men's shower the evening of
March 12.
In interviews with two of the streak-
ers, the Quill reported indifferent at-
titudes toward the sport. The incidents
were impulsive and, (as with gold fish
swallowing or flag pole sitting) the
streaking was not designed to prove
anything. As one streaker summed it
up, .. Who cares? It was good for a
laugh, that's about all."
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B.U.S.U. Election '74
The most successful BUSU council
ever gave up their positions at the
polls on January 25 in the annual Stu-
dents' Union Council elections. Under
the leadership of President Bob Hunt-
er the council achieved more than any
other past council. Since the council
took office, a second - handbook store
(BUSS) was established, a complete
sound system began broadcasting
(BURP), pubs were eliminated as a
source of financial loss, student in-
formation services were improved
(BUSH), the Quill was re-established
as a regular publishing newspaper, the
Sickle was made available to all stu-
dents, and a closer working relation
between faculty and administration
was initiated.
The Council turned over their posi-
tions following a colorful election
campaign in which printed flyers of
campaign aims played a substantial
part. The overall campaign was more
successful than last year's. The Bear
Pit drew over 250 students whereas
last year the event had to be cancelled
for some of the candidates did not
even come! Despite the fact that fewer
than 40% of the electorate voted, this
was still an increase over the 31 %who
voted last election. The positions for
office were better contested with can-
didates as follows:
President
William Black
Don MacLennan
AI Patterson
• Dave Wellborn
Vice President Internal
• Barb Daniels
Ken Jarvin
Craig Richards
Vice President External
• Jim McManes
Tony Odukwe
Terry Robinson
Some or the top brass from the BUS council
0('73·'74. Top Left: Bob Hunter, President. Top
Right: Andre Delaurier. Vice-President Intern-
al. Left: Mrs. J. BUSU secretary attacks Cuy
Thornton, Vice-President External, who attacks
Brock Lee, Treasurer.
Treasurer
Greg Parker
Program Co-ordinator
Fred Mason
Gultural Director
Shannon Bell
Entertainment Director
Janice Kerr
Board of Governors Representatives
Kevin Bate
Robert Campbell
• Eric Irwin
Wes Wellborn
Athletic Representative
James Ferguson
Education Stick
Bob Hammond
Music Stick
john Gibson
• Bob Wiebe
Arts Stick
Chris Irwin
• Cherry 1itchell
Science Stick
Michael Cassidy
• Dennis Gluska
FACULTY COUNCILS
Arts Council
Stick Craig Richards
1st Vice Pres. Wes Wellborn
2nd Vice Pres. Shannon Bell
Sec. Treas. Cherry Mitchell
Social Convenor Greg Parker
Male Ath. Rep. Chris Irwin
Female Ath. Rep. Freya
1artinot
Academic Reps. Eric Irwin
Wanda Wichart
Science Council
Stick Maurice Mazerolle
Senior Rep Dave Wellborn
Sec.-Treas. Dave Dranchuk
Social Convenor Bonnie Burkett
Athletic representative Bernie
Everett
Music Council
Stick Heather Pineo
Vice - Stick Kelly Kangus
Secretary-Treas. Lynne
McCarthy
Social Convenor Chris
McConnell
Athletic rep Brian Boggs
Faculty Manager Stuart Calvert
Education Council
Stick Lyle Schepp
President Denise Horbas
Vice Pres. Dave Mack
Sec.-Treas. Violet 10wat
Social Convenor Joanne
Hanneson Donna Toth
Male Ath. rep. Dave Bebbington
Language Lab
Opens
jennifer Ellis can't believe
her ears at the opening of
the new language labora-
tory on March 12. Brandon
University received a grant
of up to 550,000 on authori-
zation of the department of
the secretary of state to set
up the lab.
The lab is being used in
teaching French, German,
Spanish, Sauteaux and
Cree. The facilities will be
made available to schools
in the area on a limited
basis.
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CLASS OF 74 EXECUTIVE
President- Milo Spooner
Secretary - Rhonda Winters
Social Convenor - Gary Hornbeck
Committee - Clarence Peterson
jenny Black
Janice Moxham
Honorary President - Prof. A. Rogosin
Top: Prof. Rogosin speaks to the Grad
class at the Fowl Supper held in Min-
nedosa this year.
Brandon University Students' Union entered a float in Brandon's annual Santa Claus Parade, The venture, under-
taken by Earl Case and Denise Horbas, was a first time effort. A pat on the back for the School of Music students
who made up the majority of participants on the float and who sang Christmas Carols throughout the parade route.
Inter-Residence
Council
Early in the 1973 term an inter-resi-
dence council was proposed to include
representatives from each of the three
residences on campus (Flora Cowan,
Darrach and McMaster Halls). A per-
manent inter-residence complex in the
south lounge across from the Housing
Office. The idea came from McMaster
Hall President Lyle Schepp but both
Darrach and Flora Cowan Halls de-
cided against the venture. McMaster
Hall, however, continued with plans
to build the office, instructing Mr. Mc-
Taggart, Housing Director, to go a-
head with its installation if the plans
met the approval of the Board of
Governors, McMaster Hall plans to
absorb all costs for the office.
Mr. Dave Wellborn, BUSU President for the '74-'75 election term, wielded the
scissors in a ribbon cutting ceremony marking the official opening of the T. V.
room at Darrach Hall. The near capacity crowd was suitably solemn for the
occasion.
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A four week program brought 13 policemen to the B campus for an upgrading
course during January and February_ The course provided information and
techniques related to police work and familiarized the men with agencies and
services available that aid people in a crisis. Designed by Inspector Les White
and Detective Bob Ray, the course covered such topics as identification of crim-
inals, drugs, creativity and fire-fighting. Though the policemen were actually
students, they were fully uniformed and feeling of tension that greeted them the
first day they appeared on campus never quite dissipated. They are scheduled to
reappear on campus in fall, when the 12 remaining officers will attend the
course.
FACULTY BRIEFS
Dief at B.V.
Former Prime Minister John B. Dief-
enbaker, in speaking to a capacity
crowd of over 100 people at the J. R.C:
Evans Theater, February 26, said that
Brandon University is ., an intellectual
home that has made a contribution not
only to Manitoba and Canada but
abroad that no other university of the
same size has ever contributed". M r.
Stanley Knowles, Mr. Tommy Doug-
las and Mr. Walter Dinsdale are senior
members of the Commons and former
B. U. graduates. Mr. Diefenbaker's
wife Olive is also one of B. U.' s gradu-
ates.
We feel fortunate that Mr. Diefen-
baker paid a visit to our institution.
He is not only a high caliber speaker
but also a great Canadian who has
played an active role in the history
and politics of Our nation.
• Mr. Christopher Kennedy assumed duties as University Registrar on October 1973.
• ~1r. Mike Spack became the Director of Ph)'sical Education and head coach of the Bobbies basketball team.
• School of Music Director Lorne Watson was elected President of the Canadian Universities school of music repre-
senting 20 such schools across Canada. Mr. L. Jones was elected Secretary.
• Deans M. Blanar and R. Moir attended a Conference of Western Deans of Arts and Science in Banff on October 4
and 5, 1973.
• Mr. Stanley Knowles, Chancellor of Brandon University was given an honorary L. L. D. by McMaster University on
lovember 16.
• W.C: Burgess, community affairs specialist with the provincial department of agriculture was elected chairman of
the B of G, replacing L. D. Whitehead.
• Dr. N. Hargreaves - Mawdsley, head of the history department was appointed Adjunct Professor of History in the
Faculty of Graduate Studies, U of M.
• Prof. Francq gave a guest lecture at the request of Dr. Marshall Lundlie, Head of the French Department, Regina
Campus. TOPIC: The ingratitude of man as seen by La Fontaine.
• Dr. Christoph tadel, BU department of geography, was one of four Canadian faculty members chosen to attend
an international seminar in Central American organized by the World University Service of Canada.
• ~Ir. D. R. MacKay was presented the Alumni Award at a banquet on January 31 by Dr. John E. Robbins, former
president of BU.
• Dr. Ralph Pippet, Dean of Education was appointed Chairman of the newly formed Citizens Advocacy
committee.
• Prof. R. Bruce McFarlane, Director of Non-Credit Extension participated in a tour of Red China with the Cana-
dian Associalion of Adult Educalors.
• Dr. Evans H. Pepper, prof of botany, was awarded a 82,500 grant by the Biomass Energy Institute to carry out an
ener!;y study. He will be on sabbatical leave in Readin!;, England, during Ihe nexi year.
• Dr. D. R. Moir, Dean of Science, was appointed to the Manitoba Research Council.
• Dr. Lilly Walker was appointed a trustee to Jamestown, N. D.
• William Morrison, assistant history prof. spoke at a conference celebrating the centennial of the arrival of the
Norlh West Mounted Police in l.ethbrid!;e, Alta., durin!; the summer. TOPIC: .. Police Attitudes Towards the
Native Peoples of the Northern Fronticr, 1895 - 1925."
• Dr. John Welsted of the !;eography department was feature speaker al the November meeting of the Archaeologi-
cal Society of Southwestern Manitoba. TOPIC: Manitobas geo!;raphical history.
• Dr. H. Burmeister and Dr. J.M. Skinner, of the department of history, represented BU at the Great Plains Histori-
cal Conference in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, from October 25 to 27.
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CLUBS
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship
1973-74
"Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship is
moving ahead", Those were our opti-
mistic words at the beginning of the
1973-74 University year, and looking
back, it has been an encouraging year.
One of the prime objectives of IVCF
is to lead others to a personal faith in
Christ and to deepen and strengthen
this faith. With this goal in mind, a
series of three six-week Bible study
courses was organized this year, each
course taught in classroom fashion by
a competent teacher, and each based
on a significant issue in Christian life.
To strengthen the sense of fellowship
among Christians on campus, a week-
end camp-out was held later in Sept-
ember and the fellowship was con-
tinued through weekly prayer meet-
ings and semi-regular supper meet·
ings. Equally important among the
goals of IV is the desire to assist both
students and faculty in exploring and
asserting to their educational com-
munity the relevance of the Christian
faith in every area of their lives and
studies. Approaches toward this goal
included several rather unique pro-
jects this year - first of all, a seminar
on "Sexuality" co-sponsored by the
Department of Religion, and second-
ly, a debate on the" Rationality of
Christian Belief", organized between
Dr. J.M. Skinner of the Department of
History and Dr. P. Wiebe of the De-
partment of Philosophy.
IV also issues Christ's challenge to de-
monstrate responsible Christian love,
both now in our student lives and later
in careers at home or on the mission
field. This goal was especially stressed
during a year which saw both the in-
ternational missions conference at Ur-
bana, attended by 15,000 students and
the follow-up Vocations conference
held at the University of Manitoba. It
has also encouraged the organizing of
a special booktable and literature min-
istry on campus,
B. V.Z.S.
Brandon University Zoology Society had some·
what of a change in format this past year, An
attempt was made to provide more assistance to
the student rather than simply as a sponsor for
sporting or social activities.
A portfolio of Graduate Schools and their speci-
fic requirements were provided for those stu-
dents interested in furthering their education.
A student advisory program was established
providing information on Zoology Courses, as
well as job opportunities for summer and full·
time employment. This was done with the sup·
port of those people previously experienced in
the ecology and paramedical fields.
In an effect to promote better student rela·
tions and an understanding of the diversifica·
tion of Zoology, we provided student and fac-
ulty talks varying from "A zoologist's view of
Australia" to the development of an Arctic
Ecology.
Not to forget the social side, we had our share
of Zoology Socials culminating in our fourth an·
nual Bull Moose Nite. This year the elected Bull
Moose was Barry Verbiwski and the Cow Moose
was Carol Rae.
The Impacte students held a number
of open seminars and discussions
March 7 - 9, on topics of importance t~
Indians and Metis. The program, as
follows, was a complete success.
Thursday, March 7 -" Indians and the
Law"
Dorothy Betz - court worker
Jack Ramsay - former RCM P officer
William Wuttunnee - Lawyer
Friday, March 8 - "'ndians and
Education"
Verna Kirkness U of M
Cecil King - Director of ITEP, U of
Sask.
Harry McCue - author: "The Only
Good Indian", U of Trent
Saturday, March 9 -" Metis Struggle
for Recognition"
Dr. Howard Adams
Rev. Adam Cuthand
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B.U. ORIENTATION
TIMETABLE 1973
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 9
9:00 PM Coffee House - Canteen
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 10
10:00 AM Informal Coffee Time-
Stadium
Distribution of Freshie Kits
Club Recruitment
1:30 PM Introduction to orientation
& BU
Divide into Groups
3:30 PM Student Faculty Meetings
9:00 PM -1:00 AM Residence
Council Dance
Canteen - "Blind Justice"
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER II
8:30 - 9:30 AM Freshie Breakfast-
Dining Hall
10:00 AM Coffee Hour With B. U.
Administration
1:30 - 4:30 PM 20 Minute Course
Workshops
2:00 - 8:00 PM Beer Garden
5:00 PM Smorgasbord - Dining
Hall
9:00 PM Education Hayride &
Campout
WEDNESDA Y, SEPTEM BER 12
10:00 AM Meet B. U.S. U. Council
12:00 - 2:00 PM Arts Students
Luncheon
2:00 PM Tom Duro Orientation
Speaker - Canteen
9:00 PM Science Wiener Roast
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13
9:00 AM 1st Year Registration-Gym
2:00 - 8:00 PM Beer Garden
5:00 - 6:00 PM Chicken Barbecue
7:30 PM Cinema '73" Kelly's
Heroes" - Evans
9:00 PM Semi-Formal Dance-
Canteen
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 14
9:00 AM Senior Registration -
Gym
11:00 AM - 9:00 PM
"SHINERAMA"
9:00 PM SHINERAMA Wind-Up
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 15
12:00 AM - 12:00 PM "Orientation
Pop Fest"
SUNDAY, SEPTEM BER 16
7:30 PM Film ··Virgin Island"-
Evans
Under the energetic leadership of Cherry Mitchell, Arts Stick for the 1974-75
BUSU election term, the Arts Council during its first 3 month of formation
proved one of the most involved organizations on campus. They were the first
council to elect officers, participated actively in the Winter Carnival (Cherry
was crowned" Ms. Winter Carnival" queen) and featured green bear at their St.
Patrick's Pub. Faculty T-shirts, designed by Cherry, were the first to hit the
market.
SOCIAL
Music Hallowe'en Party
This fall (1973) the Music Council
initiated the idea of a social for the
music students and faculty. It was de-
cided that a Hallowe'en party would
be appropriate, so on Friday, October
26, from 9 pm to I am this event took
place in the West End Community
Centre. Admission was to wear a cos-
tume. Although attendance was not as
great as hoped, there were fifty or so
people there - and everyone complied
with the rules by wearing a costume.
The program was planned by a com-
mittee (as was decorating, food and
clean-up) and consisted of singing
Hallowe' en carols (songs like" Deck
the Halls" with Hallowe'en words),
costume judging, bobbing for apples,
playing games, and, as a highlight, a
barber shop quartet performed some
comical numbers and there was a
.. scare" walk on stage. For a special
Hallowe' en snack pumpkin pie,
punch, candy and coffee were served.
Everyone who came had an enjoyable
evening.
Greaser Nite
The guys turned up in leather jackets,
tight jeans, chains and studs and had
slicked back their hair especially for
this occasion. The girls donned their
best pleated skirts, bobby sox and
pulled their hair back into ponytails.
Those more sophisticated teased their
hair and were brave enough to wear
spike heels. Sounds like a scene out of
.. American Graffiti", doesn't it? But
this occasion was Brandon Univer-
sity's "Greaser Nile", Any casual on-
looker would have found himself out
of place among the chains, studs, and
super greasy costumes, and he may
easily have been misled into believing
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that what he saw was a group of col-
lege kids enjoying themselves at a
dance in the early 60's. To say the
least, any participant probably felt a
twinge of nostalgia - even if he wasn't
old enough to remember" the good old
days", what university students hasn't
seen a beach party or chain gang
movie? The Greaseball Boggie Band
"which was greasy in every sense of
the word", supplied the music to
dance to. Jiving and jitter-bugging
were attempted and the people let
loose to enjoy a different kind of fun.
Sadie Hawkins Dance
Sadie Hawkins was celebrated on the
Brandon University Campus on Fri-
day the 16th of November. This was an
occasion when the gals treated the
guys to wining, dining and dancing.
The dance was held at the Western
Manitoba Centennial Auditorium,
with the pub being sponsored by the
Music Faculty. They also provided
their own music with the Faculty
Band. A good time was had by all, es-
pecially the guys!
A corsage contest was held. The win-
ner was Dave Dranchuk, with a beau-
tiful baby blue bow. Second came Ber-
nie Everett with a bright red one. The
name of the third place winner evades
me, but congratulations to the sweet
young man anyway.
The attendance was at an all time low-
the girls have more sense than is cre-
dited to them. Way to go girls!
BU's annual Winter Carnival took
place from February 11-14. The festi-
vities began with a Noon Hour Buffet
and Beer held in the canteen... Mas-
que" supplied music to eat by. The
WMCA was the scene of a pub featur-
ing "Masque". It was here that the
yearly Boat Races took place. Due to
at least three years of past experience,
the Grad Class was victorious. Mr. and
Ms. Winter Carnival were crowned at
the pub, sponsored by the education
council, that followed the Boat Races.
Ms. Winter Carnival went to Cherry
Mitchell and Rick Boychuk was
crowned Mr. Winter Carnival.
A Pancake and Perogie Eating Contest
was part of Tuesday's celebrations.
Lex Lovett capture the pancake eating
trophy. President Dave Welborn de-
servingly received the title of "Cham-
pion Perogie Eater". A Tug-a-War
followed with the Arts team as win-
ners. Tuesday Evening BVSV spon-
sored a concert at WMCA featuring
"Mood jga jga", "Fresh Lemon",
and" Musical Odyssey".
On Wednesday, an all-day Broom-ball
Tournament took place. A team called
Dildoes won. The Arts Council spon-
sored a Wine and Cheese Social in
conjunction with the Broom-ball
Tournament.
Thursday evening, the dining hall
came to life with hearts and cupids for
a Residence Valentine's Supper and
Dance featuring the" Marksmen".
A number of students participated in
a Camp-a-thon from Monday to Fri-
day enduring sub·zero weather for a
worth y cause. Th is yea r's proceeds
went to Brandon's Big Brother Associ-
ation. john Siemmens, the manager of
Gondola Pizza, donated a trophy to go
to the camper who received the most
sponsors. The trophy went to Dave
Dranchuk who was responsible for
organizing the camp-a-thon as well as
being on the camp scene nightly.
in rccognition of BU's former affiliation with
McMaster University, the "towers" residence
was formally christened McMaster Hall.
BUSU ensured that regular pubs would continue
at a hi-weekly rate, but gave up its managerial
position in favor of interested clubs and council
sponsors,
10 cards became mandatory for special F.T.S.
rates at BUSU functions.
The price of coffee increased from IDe tol5c
on approval of the Board of Governors. A wise
decision. for it froze the price of remaining can·
teen foodstuffs.
Due to a 55.00 reduction in the compulsory
Building Fund student fee. BUSU gained a
S5,OO/student increase in working capital. This
enabled expansion in operating expenses but it is
undecided as )'et as to the use of accumulated
fund fees,
Quaint old England received recognition at a
smashing Tea Part)' held by Don Johnston in
residence.
A motion by Arts Senator Robert Campbell and
seconder Or. Hargreaves ~'lawdsley was
promptly defeated. The issue? The cancella-
tion of classes No\'. 14 to allow students and
staff to watch the televised royal wedding of
Princess Anne.
Honorariums for BUSU council members in
creased by 50% over last year.
Alexander Lapko and Mel Courchene were
chosen as BU representatives to attend the
World University Service Seminar in the Carib-
bean during the '74 summer.
Christmas exams occurred December 12 to
Deccmber 20.
The B of C acceptt..o.d a proposal at their Feb, 13
meetin~ to allow McMaster Hall residents to
bring liquor into their rooms until 2 a.m. on
weekends for a 6 week trial period. This re-
versed an earlier rejection of a referendum indi-
cating that 93% of the resident voters favored
the proposal.
Ah! Tradition!
On May 14 Princess Margaret and
Lord Snowdown were greeted bv
Chancelor Stanley Knowles in front
of the j. R. Brodie Science Centre
at B. The Chancelor told the
Princess that Princess Alexandra
had presented The Charter to B. V.
in 1967, that Queen Elizabeth had
laid the cornerstone of the Science
Centre and that most of the stu-
dents in the crowd of onlookers
were from a city school named after
the Earl of Oxford. The Princess be-
came the first visitor to sign B. U,'s
75th Anniversary guest register.
Thus, royality has been very much
a part of B. V.'s heritage. As Dr. R.
W. Brockway commented "It is
pleasant and romantic, and it is a
link with history".
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.. Evcrythin~ you ever wanted to know
came 10 BU in the form of a highly successful
contraceptive devices display which drew over
300 people.
On March 31 in accordance with the Waines·
Archer Report. the position Vice President of
the niversity was terminated.
Kahoutek was a flop.
The annual Red Cross Blood Donor Clinic
held in the canteen in Januar)' drew 249 donors.
B students proved genuinely interested in the
welfare of the underpriviledged. Over 40 stu-
dents volunteered sen'ices in the past few
years to the Children's Aid Societ}'. as well as
acting as tutors, big brothers and sisters and re~
creationalleaders.
Two Quill staffers, Digger Dave and Shannon
Bell. attended the annual WRCUP conference
held at the University of Lethbridge in Leth-
bridge, Alberta
The number of people Iivin~ in residence in-
creased from an average of 445 during the ';2-
'73 term to 500 this year,
"Shinerama", a one day shoe shine designed to
raise moncy for Cystic Fibrosis research. drew
100 participants who collected 5900,
The Quill Kained acceptance into Youthstream,
an advertising agency operated through CUP.
Through Youthstream, national companies
place ads in regular publishing student news-
papers. The organization will help relie\'e the
Quill's financial burden.
BUZS' annual Bull Moose Nite was held Feb. 15
at the West End Community Club. Bull Honors
"cnt to Barry Verbiwski while Carol Rae re-
ceived the s)'lllbolic Cow ~loose bridle. AI Pat-
erson won the leg contest. A beard contest and
free moose milk rounded out the evening.
Mrs. Chris Jamieson was honored at a special
social held on her behalf by the BUS council
in April BUSU extended their appreciation to
Mrs J for all the time she has spent as sec-
retary to the union.
At the annual Spring Convocation held May 25,
four Honorary oeKrees were presented. Henr}
1-1 Marshall-Dr. of Science, Robert D. How-
land-Dr of Laws, John K, Cordon-Dr. of La"s.
John E. Robins-Or of Laws.
On January 17 a social sponsored b) the campus
community was held ill honor of Or. John
Everett.
The social is the first to have involved the entire
campus community of students and staff.
Dr EVl'rc!1 has been hospitalized followin~ a
tragic auto!llobile accident on December 2 I-Ie
rcturnt.·d 10 his lectures 011 January 21.
Entertainment
DRAMA
Buds
The Drama Society put on two play
productions under the directorship of
Mr. Cedric Vendyback who stated the
society aims as" a mutual, creative ef-
fort designed to envoke the artistic
skills of the actor'·. BU OS originated
in October of 1972 and in its brief ex-
istence has proven a highly successful
and outstanding organization. The
name Brandon University Drama So-
ciety (BUDS) was derived from the
Oxford University Drama Society
(BUDS). It is traditional in Oxford for
everyone in the community to attend
(BUDS) production and Mr. Rick Boy-
chuk, BUDS acting president, ex-
pressed the hope that Brandon would
follow suit.
BU OS was not formed as an .. Enter-
tainment Society" but held one of its
main objectives to be the presentation
of intellectually stimulating plays that
the students could enjoy and discuss,
and that would be part of their educa-
tion.
The Drama Society presented its first
major production of the year in the
J. R.G Evans Lecture Theatre, the
evenings of November 26 to Decem-
ber I. Matinee performances for the
four high schools were presented as
well as performances on tour in Vir-
den, Shilo and Boissevain. Jean Anou-
ilh's Antigone, a gripping tragedy is an
adaptation from a Creek legend, writ-
ten during the Cerman occupation of
France. Its message is enduring-the
resistance of idealistic youth against
the rationalism of the establishment.
The second major production of
BUDS was C.B. Shaw's philosophical
tragic comedy Heartbreak House pre-
sented from March 13 to 17 in the
Evans Lecture Theatre. \Vritten dur-
ing the pre and post war years of
World War I, the play centers on peo-
ple hiding behind self-created illu-
sions. Each character symbolizes
specific human character trait and
each is examined in his impact on
Ellie. who portrays idealistic youth.
The plays were both entertaining and
stimulating. BU DS ended its season
with the flush of success and excite-
ment for the years to come, proud of
their sudden success during their first
full year of production.
Above: Trevor Davies as Creon and Myrna
Sinkinson as Anti~one in BUDS' Antigone. Left:
Joanne Johnson as Lady Ulterword and Trevor
Davies as Hector Hushabye in BUDS' Heart-
break House.
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Drama Centre
A theatrical group christened Drama
Center was born September 25, 1973
under the directorship of Miss Joyce
Wilkinson as a free service provided
by the BU Drama department. The
group met Tuesday, Thursday and Fri-
day in workshop fashion aiming to
stress self-development as apposed to
theatrical development via the theatri-
cal media. The October 12 issue of the
Quill stated Drama Center's ob-
jectives "personal growth, enjoyment,
sharing with others. awareness of seif,
creation of self-confidence, more ef-
fective speech, use of imagination, and
increasing the ability to meet people
socially".
The group provides technical assist-
ance to BU OS and aids in the oper-
ation of a costume bank in the Drama
Center Building.
Drama Center provides a continuation
with Developmental Drama, a 6 credit
hour non-departmental course offered
by the university.
The group plans to present two, one-
act plays, monthly, as well as expand
into ballet, yoga and modern jazz.
Creative evenings are planned where
members may present their own poe-
try or compositions. The group holds
potential in the areas of speech train-
ing, puppetry, radio plays and film
production.
The Center, as totally new group. is
aware of the vast possibilities open to
it. Its varied program promises to be
nothing less than highly successful in
the years to come.
Dimension Drama began operation in
October for the 1973-74 term. The
group aims to provide interested peo-
ple with the opportunity to experiment
in the different aspects of the theatre
so as to get a better understanding of
what goes into the making of a suc-
cessful production. In contrast with
BUDS and Drama Center, Dimension
Drama is open to all interested people
in the community.
Unfortunately, this year the group had
difficulty securing a director. Dimen-
sion Drama's President E. Murray
Simpson stated that there are now
several people interested in directing
the group this fall so the future does
look brighter. Due to this major diffi-
culty the group was unable to put on a
play or to ultimately achieve their
aims. The members of the group were
able however to attend workshops
which helped them keep their skills
sharp. Barring some future problems
we hope to see some fine perform-
ances in the coming year.
B. U. is proud of its dramatic achieve-
ments. The formation of three drama-
tic groups within such a short time
seems to indicate new found inter-
ests in drama which we hope will
expand and mature on the years to
come.
FILMS
This year, as in the past, two major
film groups were present on Campus
striving to bring low cost films to uni-
versity students.
Every Saturday evening saw Cinema
'73-'74 presenting mainly commercial
films for the students. Cinema '74 is a
student run society and this year came
under the direct sponsorship of the
Brandon University Students' Union.
The result of the student union take-
over was to keep film prices for uni-
versity students differentially lower
than for all outsiders. Next year Cine-
ma '74 hopes to offer advanced tickets
and reserved seats to all university
students for the major shows. This will
ensure that university students have
guarenteed seating at the movies. (this
year due to a large influx of high
school students to MOA"SOH some
university students were able to obtain
seats in the full theatres).
On Sunday evenings Campus Films
came onto the scene. Campus Films
offers mainly older and more classic
films for the public. These films can
usually only be seen in areas having
film societies such as Campus Films
and so if you desire to see some of the
classics of the ages Campus Films pro-
vides them for you. Campus films is
run by some of the faculty members of
Brandon University.
Both Film groups expect to be back
next year to provide low cost enter-
tainment for university students.
See You Next Year At The Movies.
MUSIC
Music is alive and well on the Brandon
University Campus. There are various
groups which students can join to part-
icipate, opportunities to perform,
whether it be in solo or ensemble and
many events to attend as an audience.
The Brandon University Chorale, the
Chamber Orchestra and the newly
formed Collgium Musicum are all
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sponsored by the School of Music. The
Concert Band is sponsored by the
School of Music and Student's Union.
The Brandon University Chorale is
made up of Bachelor of Music students
under the direction of Leonard May-
oh. The choir has gone on to new tri-
umphs this year. After winning the
Lincoln Trophy last year awarded to
the best amateur choir in Canada, they
taped a CBC thirty minute broadcast
early this fall. As a result of the high
calibre of their performance, they
were selected by CBC to represent
Canada in a BBC sponsored competi-
tion of recorded youth choirs and in
the world-wide series" Let the People
Sing". They are scheduled to tape an-
other program this spring for CBe.
Brandon University Concert Band
participated in three main events this
year. Under the direction of William
Gordon, the band gave two school
concerts and an evening concert in
Souris on Friday, November 30. On
March 24, 1974, the band presented a
concert in the Western Manitoba Cen-
tennial Auditorium. On December I,
members of the band gave workshops
and clinic sessions to over 300 band
students from Boissevain, Deloraine,
Souris, Wawanesa, Killarney and
Cartwright at Souris Collegiate,
Faculty members James Medenhall
and William Gordon conducted two
of the large groups at this session.
The Brandon University Chamber
Orcheslra is directed by Gordon Mac-
Pherson and the members are made up
of music students in the Bachelor of
Music program and the Conservatory
Department as well as interested
musicians in the city and the surround-
ing area. The Orchestra gives an an-
nual Concert each spring and during
the year becomes acquainted \,,'ith or-
chestral repertoire.
The Brandon University Collegium
Musicum was founded in the fall of
1973 under the direction of James
Mendenhall. Colleguim Musicum
means musical fraternity and is an
association for the performance of
chamber-orchestral music. Its activi-
ties include a concert in December,
lecture-demonstration in January,
television show in February and a
second concert in March with the add-
ition nf a Mediaeval Play and Media-
eval readings from the University of
Winnipeg.
In addition to these group activities by
the music students, there is a series of
recitals on Thursdays, in the Evans
Lecture Theatre known as the "Noon
Hours". Here music students perform
short forty minute programs whether
solo or in small ensembles. In addi-
tion, from time to time, recitals are
presented as part of their course ful-
fillment.
The Faculty members are heard in re-
cital frequently and annually present
a varied concert by a number of mem-
bers in aid of the Bursury Fund. This
year the Faculty Concert took place
January 20 featuring works by Turini,
St. Saens, Beethoven, Rossini and
Canadas Richard Bromley, a member
of the Faculty of School of Music.
Outside artists are brought in under
the Concerts. This year included vio-
linists Malcom and isanne Lowe,
British pianist Kendall Taylor, Cana-
dian Baritone Bernard Turgeon, Syd-
ney McInnis, pianist from Winnipeg
and the renowned Canadian Oxford
String Quartet.
Campus Music Week from November
18-24 saw a number of programs and
events scheduled to salute ,. Canada
Music Week", a week set aside an-
nually, sponsored by The Canadian
Federation of Music Teachers, to
honor music and musicians of the past
and present and to particularly salute
the music of Canadian Composers.
On Nov. 18, Sonia Eckhardt-Gro-
matte, composer-pianist, violinist-wife
of Dr. Ferninand Eckhardt, former
director of the Winnipeg Art Gallery
gave a lecture-demonstration dealing
with her approach to music including
illustrations from her own music.
On 'ov. 22, Judy Pringle, soprano, a
fourth year Bachelor of Music student
in Performance gave a noon-hour reo
cital consisting of works by four Cana-
dian composers.
The Music library displayed books,
music, periodicals and records per-
taining to Canadian musicians and
there was a display of water colors in
the Music Building representative of
Canadian painters.
On Nov. 20. Lawrence Jones pianist
and member of the School of Music
Faculty, gave a solo recital in the
J. R.c. Evans Theatre.
Miss Judy Pringle soprano and Mr.
Cary Froese, pianist, performed works
by Kieth Bissell on the Nov. 22" Music
From Brandon" CKX television series
show. Elizabeth Lupton, violinist, and
Myrna Howat, pianist, played works
by Beethoven and Kreisler.
But the Canada Music Week cele-
brations were not limited to the music
students on campus. Brandon's CKX-
FM Radio featured Canadian com-
posers on November 18th and 25th
during the evening.
Anthems and hymns by Canadian
composers were featured by several
church choirs in Brandon as another
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tribute to our Canadian artists.
Thus, the Brandon University School
of Music has not only succeeded
in bringing a certain measure of
culture to the campus, but has also
expanded their activities to include
the Brandon community.
RADIO
Mr. Allen Paterson, BU Radio Pro-
gramming (BURP) Manager began
operation of the new station in Octo-
ber 1973. BURP began broadcasting
over a new sound system serving the
lounge, dining and residence areas on
an eight hour a day basis.
The station was severely criticized
during its first months of operation,
the major complaints arising over the
volume and lack of variety in the pro-
gramming. Technical difficulties were
also experienced and two petitions fur-
ther hampered BURP before it really
got a chance to prove itself. Program-
ming consisted of taped music, activity
and public service announcements and
commercial advertising.
Mr. Paterson coped very well as
BURP's first manager of an entirely
new complex. He left himself open to
suggestions and complied with the few
he received. Mr. Paterson expressed
the belief that BURP is here to stay.
With further student participation it
could become a valuable asset to our
campus community.
B RP is financed through both BUSU
funds and advertising.
Sports
In the south west corner of Brandon
University's campus is located the BU
gym and athletic department. From
this edifice come the decisions which
bring about the final agenda for sports
activities to the place on the campus.
This year, because of budget costs,
men's football and women's volleyball
team were not organized. However,
University still maintained teams in
inter-collegiate involvement in the
Great Plains Athletic Conference.
Men's teams included basketball, hoc-
key and curling while the women's
participation consisted of field hoc-
key basketball and curling teams. A
track and field meet was also held for
both men and women at C-Pac in Win-
nipeg this year.
For all students there is the intramural
program which listed a number of
varied events to satisfy anyone's thirst
for enjoyment and exercise. Clubs also
were organized by different indivi-
duals for specific pursuits.
In the Administrative Department of
Athletics there are three divisions.
Professor Doug Steeves directs the
men's athletics, consisting of teams
entered in the GPac organization. Pro-
fessor ancy Stanley is director for
women's G-Pac sports. Nancy Stanley
also directs both the men's and wo-
men's intramural sports. The directors
are responsible to Mike Spack, Head
of the Department.
HOCKEY
The Bobcat hockey team, without a
doubt, was the outstanding intercolle-
giate team on campus this year. Com-
ing from well back the' Cats became
the first Brandon University team ever
to win an intercollegiate conference
crown - the Great Plains Athletic Con-
ference Hockey Championship.
In mid January the Bobcats were hav-
ing difficulty just winning one hockey
game and a conference championship
appeared almost an impossibility The
Cats were experiencing a bad slump
and having dropped their first four G-
Pac starts were mired in last place in
the standings.
The turning point for the Bobcats
came in a game with the University of
Winnipeg Westmen February I. Go-
ing into the game the Bobcats had a re-
cord of 3 wins and six losses while the
Wesmen were in first place. The 'Cats
needed a win in the worst way. A win
would put them back into contention,
a loss would practically eliminate
them. Going into the third period the
.Cats were down 6 - 4 and it looked
pretty grim. The Wesmen scored again
to make the score 7 - 4 but the Bobcat
caught fire and in spectacular fashion
tied the game in regulation time and
went on to win 10 - 7 in the overtime
session.
The victory really picked the team up
and they proceeded to win six of their
next seven games and the G-Pac title.
Not that there weren't a few times
when the Bobcats looked like they
were going to fall short in their drive.
there were. All in all, it was an ex-
tremely thrilling stretch drive with
three teams all in contention for the
conference crown - BU, University of
Winnipeg and University of Manitoba.
In the end the title was decided in the
final two regular games. The Cats
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were in Winnipeg to play the Bisons.
The final results of the two games, like
the entire Bobcat season, were not de-
cided until the dying moments. In the
first game the Bobcats came from be-
hind and scored two goals in the last
30 seconds and pulled out a 6 - 4 upset.
The second game was exactly the same
as the first with Dan Cassi!s scoring
the winning goal with seventeen sec-
onds remaining.
Winning a conference championship
requires a lot of hard work, a 100% ef-
fort from everyone on the team, and
yes, a bit of luck too. There were a
number of players on the team who
played exceptionally well and stood
out in the Bobcats' march to being
number one in G-Pac.
Perry Robinson for one had an ex-
ceptional year. He led the team in
scoring and tied for first as the top
point getter in G-Pac with 42 points.
Besides scoring a number of points
himself Perry was also instrumental in
the excellent seasons had by his wing-
ers Dan Cassils and Clark Lang.
Perry's fine efforts didn't go unnoticed
by the coaches of the other teams in
the conference as he was named G-
Pac's first team all conference centre,
the second year in a row he has been
selected as such.
Dan Cassils had an excellent year in
his own right. He scored a number of
key goals for the Bobcats not to men-
tion the two game winners in the two
games against the Bisons which gave
the 'Cats first place.
Brian Boyle deserves mention here
too. Brian broke his wrist in Novem-
ber but still continued to play despite
his injury and was an excellent ex-
ample of the desire and die-hearted-
ness on the BU hockey team.
Larry Buczinski, John Goran, Doug
Gillies really came on in the latter
part of the season, Larry blocking
shots in goal, John killing penalties
and scoring key goals and Doug show-
ing up the BU defence.
Every player on the BU team deserves
praise for his efforts this year because
without a team effort from everyone
the 'Cats wouldn't have gone as far as
they did.
In post season play the Bobcats didn't
fare too well but they did give it their
best shot. Playing against the Univer-
sity of Calgary Dinosaurs, Canada
,"Vest Universities' Athletic Associa-
tion champion, the Cats were thumped
14 - 5 in the first game of the best of
three series. With their backs against
the wall - and when the Cats backs a-
gainst the wall!! - the Cats proceeded
to give it everything they had to even
up the series which would decide the
college representative For Western
Canada in the trek to the National
Championship.
The game was the finest ever to be
played in Brandon in a long, long
time and although the Cats lost 4 - 3 in
double overtime, no one could be
more proud of the Brandon University
Bobcats than on that night. They went
down, but they went down swinging
with class.
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Hangin' in There
Hang Gliding or self soaring is a
sport which originated formally in
Southern California around 1969,
although there original proponents
go back as far as Icaras of Greek
Legend. Hang gliding as it is prac-
tised today had its beginning in the
re-entry space vehicles designed by
NASA engineers which were in the
form of a cylindrical delta shape
designed by Francis Rogallo. This
delta kite shape is the commonest
form of the hang glider, although
other more traditional biplane
types are also currently being used.
The Rogallo kite consists of three
aluminum spars which meet at the
apex to form a triangle. The tri-
angle shape is maintained by a
fourth cross spar bolted across the
other three. The fabric is composed
of rip-stop dacron and the kite
frame is reinforced by steel cables.
The pilot is strapped into a swing
seat below the kite and controls the
altitude by means of a triangular
steering bar.
BASKETBALL
No one really expected that the Bobcat
basketball team would win a confer-
ence championship or even be a con-
ference contendor in 1973-74. In fact
there was even some doubt in the early
going whether or not the' cats would
be competitive with some of the teams
they were scheduled to play.
Well the Bobcats didn't win a confer-
ence title nor did they finish the sea-
son with a winning record. However,
they weren't" run out of the gym" by
anyone including the St. Mary's Husk-
ies (runners up in the Canadian Col-
lege basketball championships) and
University of Waterloo Warriors (one
of the top ranked teams in the coun-
try).
The Bobcats never quit and never
conceded anything no matter who
they were playing against. There were
nights when everything went sour but
there were also the good nights, for
example, the Golden Boy Hoop Clas-
sic held in Winnipeg during the
Christmas holidays.
The tourney had to be the highlight
Learning to fly is mainly a series
of very careful trial and error. Any
high point of land is suitable with
either no wind or wind of about 10
mph coming directly up the slope.
The kite is raised until the sail in-
flates and the pilot runs down the
slope to achieve take off velocity
which is approximately 25 mph.
Once in the air, control is achieved
by proper use of the steering bar.
To land the pilot simply pushes the
bar ahead and stalls the kite a few
feet above the ground, landing with
zero velocity. Around Brandon,
flights are confined to about 150
yards with maximum heights of 50
feet but given enough experience
and thermal conditions in the sum-
mer it should be possible to achieve
soaring altitudes. In the Rocky
Mountain flights of over 5000 feet
vertical and of durations up to one
hour have been achieved and the
overall world record soar for a
Rogallo kite is five hours and fourty
minutes.
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of the season for the Bobcats and their
supporters. Pitted against two of the
top teams in the tourney, it was ex-
pected that the' cats would play their
two games and go home. As expected
they lost their first game to St. Mary's
Huskies but not before they gave the
Huskies and tournament organizers a
real score. Final score 80 - 79.
Everyone was still talking about this
game when what should the Bobcats
do but upend heavily favoured Uni-
versity of Waterloo 82-81. The 'cats
proceeded to win the consolation to
the consternation of a lot of people,
the best performance ever by the Bob-
cats in the Golden Boy and very unex-
pected.
The Bobcats did as well as they did
mainly because of their desire and
never say die attitude. They hustled all
the time and played as a team. Three
players in particular stood out as far as
being the team's leaders.
Mike Vaira in his fourth year, had an
exceptional season in the scoring de-
partment. He literally" shattered" a
number of existing school scoring re-
cords and as well, was the top scorer in
the Great Plains Athletic Conference
(407 points), again a record. Mike was
one of two Bobcats named to the G-
Pac first all conference team, the other
being Ken Rucker.
This season was Ken's second with the
Bobcats and being the team captain he
was expected to provide leadership for
the" kids" on the team both on and off
the court. Last year Ken was named
the team's most valuable player and
it was no surprise that he was be~
stowed this honour again this year.
Ken was runner up to Mike in scoring
both in G-Pac and on the team. How-
ever, besides scoring points Ken set up
a number of baskets for his team-
mates. As well he was the team's top
rebounder and was runner up in steals
and interceptions. One of the finest
all round players to wear a BU uni-
form, Ken will be a very welcome re-
turnee to the team in 1974-75.
Another Bobcat player who had a fine
season but didn't receive the recogni-
tion that Ken and Mike did was Ellis
Ware. Ellis was the team's quarter-
back and it was his responsibility to
run the offence and set up scoring op-
portunities, Defensively Ellis played
an important role as he led the team
interceptions and steals, as well as be-
ing runner up in rebounding.
There were a number of freshmen on
the team who had extremely fine sea-
sons and who will be looked to by
coach Gary Howard in the season to
come to make the Bobcats stronger
and a serious contender.
FIELD HOCKEY
In Field Hockey with coaches Nancy
Stanley and Leslie Clark, the girls
played 13 I> games finishing with a re-
cord of 4 wins, 8 I> losses, and 1 tie in
two leagues and exhibition play. In the
G-PAC league, the girls played six
games against teams from the Univer-
sity of Winnipeg, Lakehead University
and the University of Manitoba, fin-
ishing with a 0 win, 5 loss, 1 tie re-
cord. In the MWFH league (Manitoba
Women's Field Hockey AssociaUon)
the girls played eight games (4
counted for G-PAC games) against
teams from the University of Winni-
peg, the University of Manitoba, the
Purple Panthers (Wpg.) and the U of
M B4' s, finishing with a 2 win, 5 loss,
1 tie record. Exhibition games against
the Provincial Team and the Brandon
Senior Women rounded out their sche-
dule. With field hockey becoming
more popular every year the girls are
looking forward to the 1974 - 75 sea-
son.
BOBBIES B-BALL
The Basketball Bobbies under coaches
Mike Spack and Nancy Stanley, fin-
isbed their 34 games schedule with an
11 win, 23 loss record. In G-PAC lea-
gue action, the Bobbies finished with a
one win, 15 loss record after many
close games. Their one win came as
they defeated defending champion U
of M Bisonettes early in the season. In
exhibition play, including the Calgary
Invitational Tournament, the U of M
invitational tournament, the Golden
Boy Women's Tournament, the Bran-
don University Invitational Tourna-
ment, and games against Minot, the
Bobbies finished with ten wins and
eight losses. In doing so, the Bobbies
finished second on the B side of the U
of M tournament, and third in the BU
tournament. Two Bobbies, Joanne
Dixon and Allison Parkhurst were
named to the second All Star team
named by G-PAC officials. This year
a new feature game was held pitting
the Bobbies against the Bobcat Hoc-
key team in a challenge basketball
game. After much pushing, 'uninten-
tional' elbowing and denied rumours
of pinching, grabbing and cheating the
Bobcats managed to sneak a win from
their fairer counterparts. However,
spectators at the game were of the
opinion that the Bobcat Basketball
team had nothing to worry about as far
as skill went in the Hockey team's
demonstration.
BOBBIE CURLING
The Bobbies curling teams, under
coach Ross Eastley, did very well win-
ning the Jr. Girls' Zone Playdowns and
finishing second in the G-PAC Bon-
spiel held, this year, in Brandon.
There were two teams involved as the
girls played in the City League, the
G-PAC league and various exhibition
games. The G-PAC team consisting of
Shirley Payne (skip) Debbie Nye,
Marilyn Southward, and Debbie Mc-
Lennahan defeated Lakehead, Regina,
and Winnipeg, before losing to Chris
Pidzarko of U of M in a special play-
off match to place second in the bon-
spiel at Melita. The junior team
consisting of Debbie Nye (skip), Mari-
lyn Southward, Debbie McLennahan
and Alana Kent won the Zone Play-
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downs in District -4, -but were un-
fortunately defeated in the Provincial
finals. In exhibition play, the girls, de-
feated the University of Regina Cam-
pus, two games straight.
All in all it was a fine year for wo-
men's sports at Brandon University
with teams playing and travelling in
four provinces. With women's sports
improving in both skill and partici-
pation the girls are looking forward to
even better years in the future.
MEN'S CURLING
The Men's Curling Team at Brandon
University made one of its best show-
ings of recent years in college compet-
ition when they finished in a second
place tie behind Lakehead University
in the Great Plains Athletic Confer-
ence Bonspiel held at the Brandon
Golf and Country Club.
The team was skipped by Barry Hooke
and he was supported by Gordon
Nixon, Tim McIntosh, and Doug
Fraser.
Doug Steeves was the coach of the
team which competed in several local
bonspiels during the year as well as
some exhibition games against col-
lege teams.
Old rivalries were aroused at the annual Arts - Science All·Star game held in the
Keystone Arena, it was watched by several hundred wildly ovating and highly
amused students.
Doc Hannah dropped the first puck, then scurried out of the way as the teams
prepared for battle. Arts was represented by an All-Star team picked from the
Economics and Impacted intramural squads. Science was represented by a con-
glomeration of Geology and Zoology students.
The play proved fast and furious (most of the time), with the lead changing
hands several times. The referee was from Science, however, and the undue a-
mount of penalties given to Arts told the tale. The final score was 7-4 for
Science.
SOCCER
Yes Virginia, there was a B Soccer
Team.
The season was, unfortunately, not
very successful for Bobcat Soccer al-
though the team's record equaled that
of the girls' field hockey. Half or more
of the players had never played organ-
ized soccer before and thus the calibre
of the team was not especially good,
The team, however, did substantially
improve over the previous year's re-
cord, and the guys attribute this plus
to the good faith of coach T. Donker-
sloot.
JUDO
This year the University Judo Club
practised jointly with the Brandon
YMCA club, both under the in-
struction of Dr. Eastman, About 25
people started, 5 - 6 of whom are still
practising regularly, Some members of
the club entered a tournament in Win-
nipeg before Christmas with good suc-
cess, Bob Le Barron taking second
place in his division. More tourna-
ments were not entered since the club
receives no support from the Univer-
sity and has to traval at its own ex-
pense.
This is the fourth year there has been
a club at BU, It has been fairly popu-
lar and hopefully will continue to be
so in the future.
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BRANDON UNIVERSITY ATHLETIC
AWARDSNITE
Wednesday, March 27
MAJOR AWARD WINNERS
President's Shield
Presented to the outstanding intercollegiate
team on campus
Recipient - The Bobcat Hockey Team
Outstanding Female Athlete Award
Dual winners this year
Shirley Payne - skip of the Ladies' Curling Team
Mary Field - Basketball. Field Hockey, Track
R.]. McCarthy Trophy - outstanding Male
Athlete
Recipient: ~ofike Vaira - Basketball
Student Athletic Council Trophy
Outstanding service to the Brandon University
Athletic program over a three year period
Recipient: Harvey Shaw - Hockey
Jim Casey Memorial Trophy
Given to that Brandon University athlete best
exemplifying qualities of unselfishness, coop-
eration. and ability
Recipient: Mary Field
"Doc" Hannah Award
Presented to the Brandon University Hockey
Player for inspiration to his teammates on and
off the ice
Recipient: Larry Budzinski
MOST VALUABLE PLAYER 6 MOST
IMPROVED PLAYER AWARDS
Bobbies Field Hockey Team
MVP Mary Field
MIP Marina Marumoto
Bobbies Basketball Team
MVP Allison Parkhurst
MIP Margie McGhee
Bobcat Hockey Team
MVP Perry Robinson
MIP Danny Cassils
Bobcat Basketball Team
MVP Ken Rucker
MIP Murray Rodgers. Doug McPhail
OUTSTANDING ROOKIE: Bohdan Pisak
INTRAMURAL AWARDS
Ladies' High Aggregate Award Winner - Val
Eichhorst
Men's High Aggregate Award Winner - Ed
Mann
Top Faculty - Education
SPECIAL AWARDS PRESENTATIONS
1. Presentation of the Great Plains Athletic Con-
ference Hockey plaque to the Bobcat Hockey
Team. G-PAC Hockey Champions for 1973-74.
2. Special Award presentation to Dr. Bruce
Hunter who has been the Bobcats' team physi-
cian the past few years and who will be retiring
shortly,
3. Special Awards presentations to Ken Cole-
man, Dona Garson. and Jim Ross for their ex-
cellent services as managers for the Men's
Hockey. Women's Basketball and Field Hoe-
key, and Men's Basketball teams respectively,
4. Presentation of trophies to the seven Brandon
University athletes who were chosen to the
G-PAC all-star teams for their respective sports.
Presentation made by Mr, Jeep Wooley.
RECIPIENTS
Allison Parkhurst - 2nd team all-star - basketball
Joanne Dixon - 2nd team all-star - basketball
Perry Robinson lst team all-star - hockey
Larry Budzinski - 1st team all-star - hockey
Doug Gillies - 2nd team all-star - hockey
Ken Rucker - lst team all-star - basketball
Mike Vaira - 1st team all-star - basketball
INTRAMURALS
The 1973-74 academic year saw a re-
newed interest and participation in the
total Intramural program by the Bran-
don University students and staff a-
like. The formal program was initiated
with softball in September, followed
with a host of activities culminating
with Paddleball in March.
In addition to this an informal pro-
gram encouraged students to recreate
on a self-directed basis whenever faci-
lities were available.
The sturcture of the Intramural was
changed from a separate Male and Fe-
male Athletic Director to a single In-
tramural Director. With this change
came the addition of many more cooed
activities, clubs, and leagues. Some of
the clubs initiated were Yoga, Volley-
ball, Badminton, Fitness. These clubs
incorporated the community - Univer-
sity concept encouraging interested
individuals from the community to
join in.
Another milestone in the program this
year was the revival of the Intramural
Council.
The Council members assumed and
carried out many responsibilities some
of which were revising the Constitu-
tion; initiating a survey of student in-
terest for present and new programs;
and setting policies.
The amount of gymnasium space al-
loted to formal activities was in-
creased from 1 hour (6:30-7:30) to at
least 2 or more hours (8:30-10:30)
Monday through Thursday. Not only
the increased amount of gym space
scheduled, but the time it was sche-
duled proved to be very popular.
Although the Intramural programme
was directed for activity's sake rather
than the desire to win, individual and
team awards were presented to the
various winners (based basically on
participation rather than on skill) at
the completion of the activity. The
addition of the green Intramural T-
shirts proved to be among the most
popular awards presented this year.
Education still reigned supreme as far
as the Faculty with the greatest parti-
cipation in all the activities through-
out the year. Individual high aggre-
gates accumulating the most points
based basically upon participation
were Male: Ed Mann - Education and
Female: Val Eichhorst - Music.
\-Vith the increased student interest
and financial boost the Intramural
program definitely appears to be big-
ger and better for the following years.
JJ
--
-
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-Bob Hunter
B.U.5.U. President
As the past president of Brandon Uni-
versity Student Union I feel honored to
have the opportunity of wishing both
graduates and undergraduates success
in the future.
As a graduate, I feel we have completed
one of the many stages we will encounter
in our lifetime. I believe we have com-
pleted this stage as a result of our
determination to complete something we
felt was important enough to begin.
The degree, as such, does not come
complete with any written guarantees
for the future. It does represent the
many hours of lectures, research, and
studying we have experienced and it
does represent the frustration we have
all felt at one time or another due to
the writing of papers or finals.
Realizing the degree will not provide
us with instant fortune or success we
must be prepared to demonstrate the
same ability and determination in the
future that provided us with success
in the past.
The degree will open many doors, that
possibly would not have been opened
for us in the past, but once we have
passed through that open door our
degree cannot communicate OUf ideas l
abmties and determination; we must,
and I am confident as graduates we have
the ability to do this.
To the undergraduate I express my
confidence that you also possess the
determination to complete Jour studies
at Brandon University, an I also feel
you wiJI one day look back on your
experiences at this institution with the
same fondness we do.
Brandon University has provided all
students, past and present, with a unique
opportunity. As a relatively small insti-
tution I feel Brandon University provides
everyone with an opportunity to become
more involved in the functions of the
institution, and this involvement has
provided me with a tremendous feeling
of respect and admiration for the uni-
versity and the people I was fortunate
enough to meet and work with.
In conclusion I wish my fellow grad-
uates success in the future, and Brandon
University another seventy-five years
of growth and success.
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"Maybe we haven't got as much talent as some of the
other teams in the conference, but I think we're going to
surprise a lot of people."
-Frank Bauche
"The Brandon Sun" Nov. 1/73
The rookie was right. Howard's press worked. Upsetting
one of the top rated teams in Canada the Bobcats swept
to win the consolation at the Golden Boy Hoop Classic
in Winnipeg. Bobcat sports were like that this year.
~
•
•
I.
; I

· .. the slow satisfaction of a needed victory won.
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Tearn effort became the key to successful
intercollegiate competitions
Effort to keep flying when you've lost the
forechecking. you had
Effort to keep smiling when you've given up
a 4-3 victory in double overtime,
Effort to pull together and win the G-Pac
Hockey Championship.
Effort to endure the strain of practice then
to find the energy to finish that essay ....
-
------'i'
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Woman's teams struggled under a differ-
ent destiny.
Barely given press coverage during the
year, the Bobbies hit headlines with re-
deemable late season curling and basket-
ball efforts.
But the girls concentrated on improve-
ment. And they succeeded, gaining in-
creased skill and pride in their team's
victories. They ended the season with
a sense of fulfillment mingled with a
hope for next year.

That hope for next year
carried a lot of us
through the term
It gave a certain sense of
security
Unanswered mistakes
became easier to ignore
and forget:
"Next year will be even
better:'
~. -----~
BOBCAT BASKETBAll
Back: Elwood Kelher, Murray Rodgers, Ellis Ware, Frank Bauche, Bohdan Pisak, Joel Pardoski, John Gereluk, Ryan
Gray, Ken Rucker, Mike Vaira, Jim Henderson, Peter Bertram. Front: Jim Ross (manager), Bob Nevill (asst. coach),
Gary Howard (coach), Joe Parks (asst. coach), Dan Majcher (statistician).
BOBBIES' BASKETBALL
Back: Nancy Stanley, Dauna Cutforth, Helen Hastings, Allison Parkhurst, Carol Drellick, Colleen Durnin, Mike
Spack (asst. coach). Front: Mary Field, Joanne Dixon, Brenda Reader, Margaret McGee, Debbie Lawrence, Donna
Lawrence.
I%). %
BOBCAT SOCCER
Back: B. Hare, D. McKeag, D. Harvey, G. Avon, D. Clark. Middle: Chris the Greek, J. Francis, B. LeBarron, K.
Minaker, C. Hoffman. Front: B. Everett, D. Bebbington, S. Cwietnif.
,...,...----------;--;--- ---
BOBBIES' FIELD HOCKEY
Back: Nancy Stanley (coach), Pat Woodman, Marilyn Southward, Llana Andries, Roberta Leland, Colleen Durnin,
Shirley Vandoorne, Kay Shaw. Front: Donna lawrence, Marina Marumoto, Denise Horbas, Vicki Hanwell, Mary
Field, Debbie Lawrence, Lynn Donhan, Dona Garson.
BOBCAT HOCKEY
Back: Jeff Berke, larry Gillis, Jack Richardson, Barry Gooden, John Goran, Clark lang, Greg Thompson, Ken Cole-
man (manager). Middle: Dick Gunler (manager), Bruce Bonk, Terry Wilslrom, Bob Caldwell, larry Budinski, Bob
Walberg, Dale McKinnon, Dan Cassils, Ken Buchy, Norm Joss (Irainer). Front: "Doc" Hannah (Irainer), Brian
Boyle, Doug Gillies, Bob Kabel (coach), Perry Robinson, Harvey Shaw, Dr. Bruce Hunler (learn physician).
WOMEN'S CURLING
Shirley Payne (skip), Debbie Nye, Marilyn Southward,
Debra Mclenehan, Ross Easlley (coach).
MEN'S CURLING
Barry Hooke (skip), Gordon Nixon, Doug Fraser, Tim
Mclnloch, Doug Sleeves (coach).
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Lois Brown
Botany
Souris, Manitoba
"Let today embrace the past
with remembrance and the
future with understanding."
Collin Carbno
Mathematics and Physics
Brandon, Manitoba
"Happy is the man that find-
eth wisdom, and the man that
getteth understanding: She is
a tree of life to them that lay
hold upon her; and happy is
every one that retaineth her."
... Proverbs 3:13, 18
Bonnie June Burkett
Erickson, Manitoba
Botany
Let us not look back in anger,
nor forward in fear, but a-
round us in awareness.
James Thurber
Rod Cassan
Zoology
Brandon, Manitoba
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Robert Byers
Zoology/Botany
Brandon, Manitoba
Mark Delmage
Chemistry
Brandon, Manitoba
"If you see and hear and
understand
The book of life lies open to
your hand."
-c.P. Mars
Martin Erickson
Botany
Minnedosa, Manitoba
Donald Finlay
Zoology
Virden, Manitoba
Bernard Everett
Geography & Political Science
Brandon, Manitoba
"If you don't blow your own
horn - nobody else will do it
for you 1" -Grandma
Stan Furman
Botany & Educational
Administration
Souris, Manitoba
"A graduate's final pride is
not of academic achievement
but rather success and happi-
ness in the future."
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AmieFalk
Geography
Crystal City, Manitoba
"If you don't stand for any-
thing, you'll fall for every-
thing."
Dona Garson
Mathematics & Botany
Carberry, Manitoba
"Friendship is the greatest
enrichment that I have
found." -Adlai E. Stevenson
Mel Ham
Zoology
Carman, Manitoba
Jim Henderson
Brandon, Manitoba
Sharon Hannah
Zoology
Brandon, Manitoba
"The nicest thing about the
future is that it comes a day at
a time" -Goethe
lorene Holmes
Zoology
Brandon, Manitoba
The turtle does not advance
until he extends his neck.
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Ed Hasiuk
Geology
Neepawa, Manitoba
len Horback
Geology/Geography
Clanwilliam, Manitoba
"Errors like straws upon the
surface flow;
He who would search for
pearls must dive below."
-Dryden
Garry Hornbeck
Botany
Swan River, Manitoba
"The real purpose of books is
to trap the mind into doing its
own thinking." -co Morley
David Kenny
Botany/Geography
Brandon, Manitoba
Ron T. Houston
Zoology
Dauphin, Manitoba
"A university education does
not only consist of academic
achievements but it is the sum
total of all university ex-
periences."
Robert W. Klassen
Zoology
Morden, Manitoba
"No man is the whole of him-
self; his friends are the rest of
h· "un.
-Harry Emerson Fosdick
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Pat Jackson
Zoology and Psychology
Brandon, Manitoba
Ed Kuebler
Zoology/Botany
Victoria, B.C.
Roberta McKitrick
Chemistry
Pilot Mound, Manitoba
"No man is an Island ..."
-John Donne
Ronald Miller
Botany
Brandon, Manitoba
"A job worth doing is worth
doing well."
Ron McNeill
Zoology
Carberry, Manitoba
Janice Moxham
Zoology/Psychology
Brandon, Manitoba
"No birds soars too high,
If he soars
with his own wings."
-William Blake
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Brian C. Midwinter
Zoology
Brandon, Manitoba
"A lecture need not be eternal
to be immortal."
Mary Anne Murrell
Zoology/Botany
Boharm, Saskatchewan
Ernest Neufeld
Geology
Brandon, Manitoba
"If you can't have something,
you may as well not have the
best!"
David Pike
Geology/Geography
Shilo, Manitoba
Blake North
Zoology
Carmen, Manitoba
Doug Purse
Botany
Brandon, Manitoba
"The woods are lovely, dark
and deep,
But I have promises to keep
and miles to go before I sleep,
and miles to go before I
sleep." -Robert Frost
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Ken Parker
Zoology
Brandon, Manitoba
"Alas! there are sprouting
crops which never come into
ear. There are others, which,
having come into ear, never
ripen into grain." -Confucius
Carol Rae
Zoology
Brandon, Manitoba
"Education is a wonderful
thing. No university should be
without il."
Bob Richards
Zoology
Killarney, Manitoba
Marlene Siemens
Botany
Rouleau, Saskatchewan
"Do not wish to be anything
but what you are, and try to be
that perfectly."
-51. Francis de Sales
Russell Rozenuk
Geography
Roblin, Manitoba
"Strange how much you've
got to know before you know
how little you know."
Guy Smith
Zoology/Psychology
Brandon, Manitoba
"Use your judgement, life is a
mellow whip
live it your way. your way's
the best for you ..."
-B. Cummings
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John Sandborn
Zoology
Benito, Manitoba
"To do what others cannot do
is talent
To do what talent cannot do is
genius.
-Will Henry
Larry Stoski
Geography
GUbert Plains, Manitoba
Duane E. Strandberg
Geology
Brandon. Manitoba
"Never under-estimate your
capabilities. It's just a matter
of endurance."
Barry N. Verbiwski
Zoology
Garland, Manitoba
·'It is their destiny 10 ride the wind
that carries them to faraway places.
They leave at sundown, dark against
the blaze, pursuing their course;
by measures man does not yet
comprehend.
This annual rhythem of travel has
been the way of waterfowl from the
beginning of their time.
One hundred million years before
Homo sapiens evolvt>d as a human
being."
-M.A. Hochbaum
Paul Thorpe
Zoology
Copper Cliff, Ontario
William Warnick
Zoology
Garland, Manitoba
..A man who thinks success
never talks failure."
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Francis Usunier
Science
David D. Wellborn
Botany
sifton, Manitoba
..A travener should be a bot-
anist, .for in all views plants
form the chief embellish-
ment." -Charles Darwin
Kent Whaley
Zoology
Douglas, Manitoba
Patsy Challis
Janet Cruise
Brian Drysale
James Duthie
Kenneth Dzogan
Kenneth Fehr
Evelyn Ferris
Michel Ficzycz
Kenneth Gray
David Green
Rudolph Hawryluk
Raymond McArter
Russell Maclellan
Allan Martinot
lome Misanchuk
Edward Moore
Donald Murchison
Warren Oliver
Timothy Palmer
Harvey Shaw
Phillip Spratt
David Taylor
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Greg Whyte
Botany/Geography
Brandon, Manitoba
Winnipeg
Brandon
Carberry
Hartney
Brandon
Brandon
Brandon
Dauphin
Brandon
Killarney
Roblin
Brandon
Flin Flon
Brandon
Sandy lake
Brandon
Newdale
Carberry
Waskada
Cardale
Moose Jaw
Brandon

Colleen Anderson
John Burke
English
Carberry, Manitoba
Derek Anderson
History
Brandon, Manitoba
"Be careful. Strive to be
happy."
Robert Campbell
English/History
Roblin, Manitoba
"Happy is the man that findeth wis4
dam, and the man that geueth under-
standing. For the merchandise of it is
better than the merchandise of silver,
and the gain thereof than fine gold.
She is more precious than rubies; and
all the things thou canst desire and not
be compared unto her."
·Proverbs 3: 13-15
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Debra Bedford
English/History
Virden, Manitoba
"Don't put off for tomorrow
what you can do today;
Because if you enjoy it today
you can do it again
tomorrow."
-James A. Michener
Linda J. Oalgliesh
History/Philosophy
Margaret, Manitoba
"The fear of the Lord is the
beginning of wisdom: and the
knowledge of the holy is
understanding."
Proverbs 9:10
Andre Oelaurier
Psychology
ste. Rose, Manitoba
L'eaucation consiste a nous
donner des idees, et la bonne
education ales mettre en pro-
portions. Montesquieu
Brenda Oryden
French
Brandon, Manitoba
"We dance to a whispered
voice overheard by the heart
and you may know it if you
may know it if you may know
it. -Neil Diamond
Marcella Oerkatz
English
Dauphin, Manitoba
"I am not afraid of tomorrow, for I
have seen yesterday, and I love today
Only one thing matters-that
wherever we go, we hear the music of
life ... To improve the golden mo-
ment of opportunity, and catch the
good that is within OUf reach, is the
great art of life."
Stella Dysart
Anthropology
Grand Rapids, Manitoba
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Joan Donovan
Geography
Brandon, Manitoba
Randy Earl
Psychology
Brandon, Manitoba
"The most finished man of the
world is he who is never in a
hurry."
Eve Evans
Anthropology/Sociology
Minnedosa, Manitoba
Kevin Foley
Political Science
Brandon, Manitoba
Mary Field
History
Benito, Manitoba
"And feel a spirit kindred to
my own,
So that henceforth I worked
no more alone."
Bob Fosker
Geography
Winnipeg, Manitoba
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Jeff Findlay
Psychology
Brandon, Manitoba
'To know my way of life and
to appreciate those of
others;
These interests [ have
followed and at least
pertially unfolded."
Jim Francis
Economics/Human
Geography
Brandon, Manitoba
"Economy is the art of making the
most of life. The love of economy is
the root of all virtue."
-George Bernard Shaw
"Education is an admirable thing, but
it is well to remember from time to
time that nothing that is worth
learning can be taught."
-Oscar Wilde
lydia Glawson
French
Brandon, Manitoba
"All happiness has an end -
hence the chief pleasure of its·
next beginning." -Dickens
Carol R. Gusdal
Brandon, Manitoba
"Don't walk ahead of me,
I may not follow
Don't walk behind me,
I may not lead
Walk by my side, and just be
my friend .." -Camus
Colin Goldstone
Psychology
Brandon, Manitoba
Thomas Roy Hall
English
Unionville, Ontario
"Leaving behind yOUf yesterdays,
What you were and what you've
done,
You venture forth to your tomorrow
And to what you will become."
·Rene
Rick Hersack
Economics/Psychology
Brandon, Manitoba
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Doug Gray
Psychology
Brandon, Manitoba
"Complicated though the supreme
game is ..
Regulations are indeed few
And can be manipulated freely
To be utilized as seen fit
Usually to the ends of the individual
Seldom to the advantage of fellow
participants
If .t .11 ...."
Wayne Hill
Psychology
Brandon, Manitoba
"Our greatest glory consists
not in never falling, but in
rising every time we fall."
-Goldsmith
Kerry Huff
Geography/History
Swan River, Manitoba
"Don't put off for tomorrow
what you can do today,
Because if you enjoy it today
you can do it again
tomorrow. "
Margaret Kroeger
Geography
Rapid City, Manitoba
"The primary task of educa-
tion should be to teach hu-
manity to become more hu-
man."
Barbara Jonsson
Psychology/Sociology
Brandon, Manitoba
"Wake up and open every door. Look.
what life is about. Strip away the
doubts. insecurities, defenses and in-
hibitions, and you'U find a beautiful
person waiting to experience life
emotionally. spiritually, and creative·
Iy. You'll find a person who cares
about a job. others, and living life
well - one who loves and is loveable.
For growth is an inherent part of our
nature. It is seeing opportunity in any
situation. For man is creator of his
own happiness. For what a man has,
he may be dependent on others; what
he is. rests with him alone'"
Brock G.Lee
Political Science/Economics
Waskada, Manitoba
"The inherent vice of Capitalism is
the unequal sharing of Blessings;
The inherent voice of Socialism is the
equal sharing of miseries."
-Sir Winston Churchill
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Anthony Victor Kozak
Political Science
Dauphin, Manitoba
"Now that Graduation is
upon us, a graduate must
submit his hopes and ideas
into reality."
Jake Loewen
Religion
Justice, Manitoba
"The greatest and most seri-
ous thought to occupy a man's
mind is his eternal responsi-
bility to God." -Webster
Richard Malsi
Sociology
Chicago, USA
Reta C. Mcleod
Psychology/Sociology
Brandon, Manitoba
"f've played a little. and I've worked a
lot,
I've loved and I've hated. as who
would not?
I've had some fun, and "ve had some
sorrow
I've had to steal. and I've had to
borrow
I've sinned a little. but all in all
I've hardly tasted life at all.
-Milt Bronston
Debbie Mauhews
Political Science
Swan River, Manitoba
lorna Neufeld
French/English
Manitou, Manitoba
"Wisdom is the principle
thing; Therefore get wisdom:
and with all thy getting get
understanding. Exalt her, and
she shall promote thee; she
shall bring thee to honor,
when thou dost embrace her."
-Proverbs 4:7,8 (The Bible)
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Sheila Mcintosh
History/English
Manitou, Manitoba
"We should be careful to get out of an
experience only the wisdom that is in
it-and stop there; lest we be like the
cat that sits down on a hot stove lid.
She will never sit down on a hot lid
again-and that is well; but also she
will never sit down on a cold one
any more. -Mark Twain
Colleen O'Hara
Sociology
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
..And maybe some day we will
be strangers again;-but we
met, and we talked, and we
laughed, and we cried, and we
sang together for a time."
-Author Unknown
linda M. Owens
Sociology
Brandon, Manitoba
"It is a law of human life,
As certain as gravity:
To live fully, we must learn to
use things and love people...
Notlove things and use
people."
linda Piante
Psychology
Flin Flon, Manitoba
lawrence Olaf Peterson
Economics
Minnedosa, Manitoba
"Success is just a matter of
luck. Ask any failure."
-E. Wilson
Elizabeth louise Purdy
English
Manitoba
"Man's reach must exceed his
grasp, or what's a heaven
for?"
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Clarence Pettersen
History
Flin Flon, Manitoba
R.A. Rodgers
Psychology
Brandon, Manitoba
"Man is master of his own
fate."
John Scolt
Psychology
Flin Flon, Manitoba
Guy Thornton
Political Science/Economics
Brandon, Manitoba
"The majority of men exist but do not
live."
"I find the great thing in this world is
not so much where we stand, as in
what direction we are moving: To
reach the port, we must sail sometimes
with the wind and sometimes against
it - but we must sail, and not drift,
nor lie at anchor."
-Oliver Wendell Holmes
Norma Somers
Sociology
Brandon, Manitoba
"No more; where ignorance is
bliss,
Tis folly to be wise."
-Thomas Gray
Graeme R. Tweedie
History
Brandon, Manitoba
"The road goes ever on and on
Down from the door where it began
Now far ahead the road has gone,
And I must follow, if I can."
-].R.R. Talkien
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Frank Tanasychuk
Political Science
Rossburn, Manitoba
"The educational opportunities and
life experiences a university has to
offer are ones which are virtually in-
comparable to any previous facets of
life,"
Walter Visser
Psychology
Brandon, Manitoba
"Originality is the art of con-
cealing one's sources."
Norma Wall
Sociology
Ninga, Manitoba
"The hour is getting laler
It's time we had begun
Knowingsomething's one thing
But the race must still be run.
And flook at all the people
And I love the ones I can
And I wonder if the dream will be
Or be turned inlo sand.
-Carole King
Deborah lynn Wright
Waskada, Manitoba
Psychology
"Procrastination is the thief of
time and I to it surrender
I write a poem of all my
thoughts with my heart as
my defender."
Wes Wellborn
Psychology/Geography
Sifton, Manitoba
Paul Adam
Donna Adams
Marian Bass
Gerald Beam
Gregory Bryan
Mark Breault
Jon Burton
Clive Chipping
Vivian Chipr,;"g
Kenneth Co eman
Michael Craig
John Cruise
Olive Dawson
Helm Deacon
Pamela Duncan
JenniffT Ellis
John ffTris
Patricia French
John Gibson
Arthur Hall
Hugh Hand
Flora Hathaway
Darlene HendfTson
Robert HuntfT
Dennis Kalynuk
Kerry Knudson
Katharine Kolesar
Judith Krauchi
George Laidlaw
Irene Li
Donald LovfTidge
Malcolm McLennan
Richard Marshall
Patricia Mosey
Frank PifTCY
William Pollock
Robert Martin Rollins
Maria Ross
Kathleen Sample
Leonard Scott
Thomas Spackman
Deborah Sumida
BlmTang
Edward Tichon
Florence T oth
FredfTick Waines
Deborah Wright
Michael Zaplitny
ZiaoJlah Ziaee
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Colleen R. Wilson
Sociology
Oakville, Manitoba
"Lord, make me an instrument of Thy
Peace ...
Grant that I may not so much seek to be
Consoled as to console;
To be understood as to understand;
To be loved as to love;
For it is in giving that we receive;
It is in pardoning that we are pardoned;
And it is in dying that we are born of Eternal
Life."
-st. Francis of Assisi
Sle. Rose du lac
Fort Garry
Winnipeg
Brandon
Brandon
Deloraine
Forrest
Brandon
Brandon
Virden
Brandon
Brandon
Minitonas
Ninga
Souris
Wawanesa
Brandon
Brandon
Brandon
Winnipeg
Kamloops
British Columbia
Deloraine
Sinclair
Brandon
Minitonas
Brandon
Brandon
Wheatlands
Delta
British Columbia
Brandon
Brandon
Brandon
Brandon
Brandon
Brandon
Brandon
Brandon
Brandon
Rapid City
Brandon
Neepawa
Brandon
Brandon
Fork River
The Pas
Virden
Waskada
Brandon
Tehran, Iran

Brenda Balfour
General Education
Flin Flon, Manitoba
Jennifer Black
General Education
Regina, Saskatchewan
"It is so small a thing
To have enjoyed the sun
To have lived light in the Spring
To have loved. to have thought, to
have done ..."
.Matthew Arnold
Jo-Anne Bernstrom
Special Education
The Pas, Manitoba
Darlene Boake
Special Education
Brandon, Manitoba
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Devon Best
General Education
Minnedosa, Manitoba
C. Beth Boyd
General Education
Pierson, Manitoba
"Submit thee to Fate of thine
own free will, that she spin
the threads of thy life to
whatever end it please her."
-Marcus Aurelius
Pat Butterfield
Special Education
Swan River, Manitoba
Danny Cassils
Academic
Detoraine, Manitoba
Barbara Caryk
Special Education
Brandon, Manitoba
"Give me the few friends who
will love me for what I am; or
am not."
Vona Cochrane
"Children are not things to be
molded but people to be un-
folded."
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Earl Case
Academic
Brandon, Manitoba
Judy Cole
General Education
Flin Flon, Manitoba
Gilberte (Jill) Combs
General Education
Gibson, B.C.
·'It is indeed an honor and
privilege to be a graduate of
Brandon University."
Kathryn Ann Ferris
Academic
Holland, Manitoba
·'You give but little when you
give of your possessions.
It is when you give of yourself
that you truly give."
-Kahlil Gibran
Deborah Deneka
General Education
Brandon, Manitoba
"The pain of parting is no-
thing to the joy of meeting
again." -Dickens
Shirley Lois Findlay
Pre-School Education
Homewood, Manitoba
"Treat people as if they were
what they ought to be and you
help them become what they
are capable of being."
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Debbie Evans
General Education
Dauphin, Manitoba
"Though we travel the world
over to find the beautiful we
must carry it with us or we
find it nat." -Emerson
Barb Forbes
General Education
Montreal. Quebec
"It is my fervent hope that my whole
life on this earth will ever be tears and
laughter. Tears that purify my heart
and reveal to me the secret of life and
its mystery; laughter that brings me
closer to my fellow men; Tears with
which I join the broken-hearted;
laughter that symbolizes joy over my
very existence." ·Kahlil Gibran
Margo Foxford
Special Education
Winnipeg, Manitoba
"Having come to this place I set out
once again on the dark and marvellous
way from where I ~gan; belief in the
love of the world. woman, spirit. and
man:' ·Muriel Rukeyser
Howard Earl Albert Griffith
Academic
Deloraine, Manitoba
..As you complete your years here and pre-
pare 10 set out on a new experience you can't
help but think back to all the years in school.
when things were relatively easy for you.
Now ready to set out on a new life as a mem-
ber of that world out there. you wonder what
new experiences and problems it holds for
you! You set out with confidence however
thai your years in school aren't wasted ...
they've prepared you ... for something!
Something that only the future will reveal!
-Howard R.A. Griffin
Maureen Janet Gall
General Education
Flin Flon, Manitoba
"Give me the courage to change those
things that should be changed. the
strength to accept those things that
need not be changed. and the wisdom
to distinguish between the two."
-Kahlil Gibran
Bill Harding
Academic
Brandon, Manitoba
"It's never been my duty to
remake the world at large; nor
is it my intention to sound the
battle charge."
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Joseph Gorchynski
Special Education
Bowsman, Manitoba
"The goals of our youth today
will become the goals of our
nation tomorrow."
Linda Harris
General Education
Virden, Manitoba
Wilma K.nnedy
Special Education
Pipes ton., Manitoba
"To be surprised, to wonder,
is to b.gin to und.rstand."
-Jos. Ort.ga Y Gass.t
Jacqueline M, Johnson
Special Education
Rivers, Manitoba
"One down - more to go."
. .
Morley Hartel
Acad.mic
O.lorain., Manitoba
-
Compton Khan
G.n.ral Education
Guyana, South Am.rica
'Tis w.n.nough to dr.am
About the things we'd Iik. to
do
But I awoke and s.t to work
And mad. my dr.am com.
tru.... -C.K.
Marilyn lauder
G.n.ral Education
Winnip.g, Manitoba
Elizabeth l. leonard
G.n.ral Education
Elkhorn, Manitoba
"Fri.ndship is the gr.atest
.nrichm.nt that I have
found." -Adlai E. st.v.nson
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Isabelle Lesage
General Education
Winnipeg, Manitoba
"If one advances confidently
In the direction of his dreams.
And endeavors to live the life
Which he has imagined,
He will meet with a success
Unexpected in Common hours."
-Henry David Thoreau
Gary Nkholls
General Education
Minnedosa, Manitoba
"Smart people speak from
experience.
Smarter people, from
experience, don't speak."
Rennie Denise Shauna Lumb
General Education
Morden, Manitoba
"Let me live by the side of the
road and be a friend to man."
-Edgar Guest
Jean Ostafichuk
Komarno, Manitoba
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Judy Mitchell
Pre-School Education
Douglas, Manitoba
"Plenty of people miss their share
of happiness.
Not because they never found it,
But because they didn't stop to enjoy
it." . William Feather
Shirley Payne
General Education
Snow Lake, Manitoba
"Happiness ... when pursued
is always just beyond your
grasp,
But if you will ,it down
quietly, may alight upon
you." -Hawthorne
Leo Peloquin
General Education
Hartney, Manitoba
"I believe every person de-
serves a fair chance and do my
best to give it to them ...
Learning is basically a social
process." -L.P.
Darlene Roblin
General Education
Goodlands, Manitoba
"As the tides of life roll in,
Graduation is but one step."
Emily Perchaluk
General Education
Roblin, Manitoba
"To leave a vestige of oneself
in the development of another
is a touch of immortality.
Through this we find new and
impelling reasons for being."
Elva Sambrook
General Education
Souris, Manitoba
.. Elva hails from that "Booming
south-western metropolis" of Me-
dora. She is presently teaching in
Souris but is certainly looking for-
ward to a change of pace . .. from that
of a teacher to that of a farmer's
wife!"
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Donald Pugh
Academic
Brandon, Manitoba
A'
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Lorraine Sanders
General Education
Brandon, Manitoba
Mary K. Shura
Special Education
Winnipeg, Manitoba
The Lord is my Pace-setter. tshall not
rush
He stops me to rest for quiet
intervals.
He provides me with beautiful visions
which restore my serenity.
Thrau'life I shall walk the pace
of my Lord.
And dwell in his house forever.
Milo Spooner
General Education
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
"If a man does not keep pace with his
companions,
Perhaps it is because he hears a
different drummer
Let him step to the music he hears.
However measured and far away.
-Thoreau
Muriel Snyder
General Education
Flin Flon, Manitoba
"It does not take much
strength to do things but it
requires great strength to de-
cide on what to do."
Christine Stewart
Academic Education
Oakville, Manitoba
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Sister Ida Spence
Inter-Cultural Education
Brandon, Manitoba
"If I knew the light of a smile might
Linger the whole day through.
And lighten some heart,
With a heavier part,
I would not withhold it -
Wouldyou7"
Kathleen Stewart
Academic Education
Oakville, Manitoba
Dorothy Tasker
Special Education
Medora, Manitoba
Edna S. Wilson
Academic
Boissevain, Manitoba
"Ah, but a man's reach should
exceed his grasp,
Or what's heaven for?"
-Robert Browning
Glenice Wilson
General Education
Virden, Manitoba
Rhonda Winters
General Education
Flin Flon, Manitoba
"B.V. . happy times, sad
times laughter, tears
many friends, many me-
mories - a happy place to
have been, but now it is time
to go."
Lynda Andries
Prudencia Avelino
Robert Bender
Jeffrey Berke
Anne Booth
Christa Brooks
Thomas Bryan
Esmeralda Buen
Patricia Bugera
Andrzej Bursa
Taras Chwaluk
Maureen Cobb
Headley Colon
Stanislaw Cwiertnia
Carol Dalgarno
James Desjarlais
Juliana Dyer
Jo-Ann Ellchuk
Anne Ezowske
Ruth Fontaine
Frank Fingarsen
Linda Guimond
Gerard Hanlon
Helen Hill
Brandon
Grandview
Winnipeg
Winnipeg
Minitonas
Brandon
Brandon
Waterhen
Roblin
Nelson House
Menzie
Brandon
Norway House
Brandon
Brandon
Sandy Bay
Brandon
Brandon
Dauphin
Pine Falls
Brandon
Pine Falls
Brandon
Brandon
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Linda Hunter
Dorothy Johnston
William Johnstone
Verna Lewis
Wilma McLaughlin
Frederick McKim
Mavis Menzies
Austin Miller
Diane Mulcahy
John Nowotski
Marie Paynter
Bonnie Pettit
Leslie Robert
Betty Ann Ross
Patricia Ross
Evelyn Safronetz
Jean Shaw
Diane Shelvey
Diane Skocylas
Ilene Strickland
Wayne Telfer
Carol Ternowski
Francisca Tungcul
Rossburn
Swan River
Carberry
Kemnay
Minnedosa
Minitonas
Brandon
Dauphin
Rivers
Brandon
Nelson House
Victoria, B.C.
Birtle
Melita
Brandon
Portage La Prairie
Swan River
Dauphin
Flin Flon
Brandon
Dauphin
Garland
Roblin
Warren Bend
Stan Furman
Educational Administration
Souris, Manitoba
BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
Andrew Bereza
Secondary Education
Brandon, Manitoba
Bill Gadsby
Guidance and Counselling
Hartney, Manitoba
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Edward J. Diswinka
Educational Administration
Brandon, Manitoba
"A second degree is of no
advantage to a government
employee."
Peter Melnyk
Special Education
Dauphin, Manitoba
"The world is moving so
rapidly nowadays that a man
who says it cannot be done
is generally interrupted by
someone doing it."
Jack R. Ziprick
Secondary Education
Roblin. Manitoba
"Book learning alone cannot
make a man wise,
It must be integrated with
living."'
Bachelor of Education
Paul M. Olenick
Bachelor of General Studies
Swan River, Manitoba
"Man's difficulty has never
been in doing things; It
has been in choosing what to
d ··o.
Douglas Anderson
Elmer Bartel
Edward Boguski
Margaret Borotsik
Franklin Brownlee
Robert Cochrane
Nancy Cornish
Olga Didyk
Barry Diller
laurel Duncan
Norman Dunham
Hugh Fraser
Melvin Friesen
Charles Hannah
Ervin Harms
Margaret Harris
John Heath
Robert Isaac
Peter Isaak
Wesley lasuik
Donald lukie
Margaret lysenko
Robert Mclean
larrie Pilling
Marion Piniuta
Patricia Porter
Kenneth Sigurdson
Wilfred Taylor
Harvey Westlake
Joyce Wilkinson
Shilo
Neepawa
Grandview
Brandon
Brandon
Amaranth
Brandon
Dauphin
Brandon
Rivers
Russell
Deloraine
Virden
Brandon
Brandon
Brandon
Brandon
Neepawa
Neepawa
Swan River
Roblin
Brandon
Brandon
Brandon
Brandon
Carberry
Norway House
Shoal lake
Brandon
Brandon
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Bachelor of General Studies
Ann Cleaver Winnipeg
Alphonse Gaborieau Selkirk
Catherine lawrence Winnipeg
Michael Vaira Brandon
Richard White Winnipeg
Wildlife Biology Certificate
Ronald Millson Brandon

Rosemarie Borchert
Music Education
Winnipeg, Manitoba
TAKE TIME,
to think: It is the source of power.
to Play: It is the secret of perpetual youth.
to Read: It is the fountain of wisdom.
to Pray: It is the greatest power on earth.
to Love and Be Loved: It is a God-given privilege
to be Friendly: It is the road 10 happiness
-author Unknown
Eileen Halliday
General
Brandon, Manitoba
Dorine Fowke
Music Education
Brandon, Manitoba
"If you want to find happiness;
open your hand 10 give,
your mind to give away,
and your heart 10 forgive."
-source unknown
Jeff Holmes
Music Education
Brandon, Manitoba
Silence is the space surround-
ing every action and every
communion of people.
Friendship needs no words .
. . . Dag Hammarskjold
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Mark Fowke
Music Education
Brandon, Manitoba
"lord. make me an instrument of Thy
peacO·
Where hate rules, let me bring love;
Where malice, forgiveness;
Where error. Irulh;
Where despair. hope;
Where darkness. Thy light;
Where sorrow. joy."
·St. Francis
Deborah Martin
Music Education
Brandon, Manitoba
Heather Pineo
Applied Piano
Boutilier's Point, Halifax N.5 .
..As daylight can be seen
through small holes, so do
little things show a person's
character." -Samuel Butler
Judy Pringle
Voice
Brandon, Manitoba
"Be happy, do your best,
but rejoice with those who
do better."
Nancy Wright
Music Education
Brandon, Manitoba
LoreneChui
Patricia Dillon
Lindamae Harris
Carol Ross
IrmeTodd
Burilington, Ontario
Hamiota
Rivers
Souris
Brandon
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"Coming to visit the different classes was good. They definitely should not take pictures after
you've been in registration for three hours - you look like a scarecrow. At least they could take
them before registration." L.B.
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"The total involvement of the people on Greaser Nite was amazing but I think that some of the
grease went to their heads!" F.M.
'., ~
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"On the whole Antigone was a pretty good play except
for some overacting:' -D.W.
,
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"Blood Donor gave me a good excuse to go to the canteen and was the first relaxation I had had all
week." -M.G.
"I liked it here because I couldn't make it to the other clinics also I saw a girl pass out." -K.N.
"The forum was a good idea." -D.F.
"Of course elections were better than last years!" -F.M.
V
H£AE
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"The boat races were fun" A.C.
" ... unbelievable - I've never seen anyone
drink beer like that before" S.M.
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"It was good to see the people out. It was kind of funny because they had never worked out
together before but it was a good show of spirit." r.M.
"Arts scored first but they couldn't withstand the power of the science team." D.H.
"It was good because you could take it on the surface just for the humour or you could
have taken it more seriously. It didn't matter what you did - you could appreciate it anyway."
D.}.
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Music is that strange world, set off by itself,
Concerned with unending competition
Against that formidable opponent, self.
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